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JUAREZ IS

anea and Arizona to a locality where ,
from all appearances one of the bigARE
gest battle of the revolution is imminent. The rebels at Agua Prieta were
augmented over night by reinforce
ments of the Garcias, also approximately a thousand well armed men.
Fighting Near Juarez.
El Paso, April 13. Fighting opened Advocate Campaign Publicity
15 kilometers from Juarez this mornThen Vote Down Real
ing. A detachment of 100 Mexican
Thing
cavalry encountered 200 insurrectos
near Bauche. The news came by
courier and Colonel Tamborel dis
IMMIGRATION
BILL
patched 100 infantry to reinforce the RADICAL
cavalry. The enemy is believed to me
an insurrecto scouting party.
It Would Effectually Bar Not
More Troops for Douglas.
Washington, April 15. Following a
Only Chinese But Also
conference at the White House today
Japanese.
between the President and Secretary
of War Dickinson and General Wood,
the latter announced that four more
Washington, D. C. April i5.
troops of cavalry will be ordered to
nearest
Delegate Andrews, while fafrom
the
Douglas, Arizona,
voring the admission of Arizona
patrol station to assist the United
with any changes in their conStates troops already there.
stitution that thfir people
at
Cabra!
Agua Prieta.
want to help pass in the AriAgua Prieta, April 15. Two long
zona joint resolution, says he
columns of troops were discovered at
will oppose in the House and
10 o'clock coming from the west and
Senate with the President any
of
proved to be the rebel command
clause or any other
Prohibition
men
are mounted
Juan Cabral. The
change in the New Mexico conand are galloping their horses most
stitution or enabling act as apof the time. The reinforcements warej
proved by the President. He
hailed with reioicine bv the rebels al- be pleased if Congress will
will
in
the city.
ready
admit New Mexico at the present session, but is willing to

II

El Paso as Much

LAWYERS CLASH IN NOTED
,
RECEIVERSHIP CASE.,

DEMOGRATS

I REPIDHIN
Dou-

IS

If He Arrives Simultaneously
With Rebels, Bloody Battle
Will Ensue.
El Paso, April 13. With Colonel
Robago at the head of a federal cavalry force estimated anywhere from
500 to 1500 reported advancing from
Chihuahua, the insurrectos under Madera advancing on Juarez and the
garrison of that city making every
preparation for defense, civilian Juarez today is awaiting the outcome of
the race between the marching forces.
If the insurrectos arrive first and attack, it is the general opinion that
they will take Juarez, on the other
hand should Colonel Robago arrive
ahead of the rebels it is predicted that
the. insurgents will be unsuccessful or
will abandon the attempt without
fighting. If both forces arrive simultaneously it is expected that one of
the hottest battles of the present revolution will take place. El Paso will
be more in danger than Douglas when
Agua Prieta was attacked. General
Navarro is in command. Juarez professes to have no information of the
whereabouts of the rebels but has
men digging trenches and keeping a
sharp lookout through scouting parties.
Rebels Wil Be More Careful.
Washington, April 15. The White
House announced today that assurances had been received from the
leader of the insurrectos at Agua
Prieta by the department of justice
that the incidents of Thursday, which
resulted in the killing of several
Americans and the wounding of others will not be repeated according to
an announcement of Attorney General
Wickersham communicated with United States District Attorney Joseph E.
Morrison at Douglas, Ariz. The latter
informed the rebel commander that
in the future he must keep away from
the American border. Mr. Wickersham
informed the latter that his instruction has been carried out and that
the insurrecto leader is anxious to
obey.
British Land Force.
London, April 15. The news cabled
from Washington that a force of marines with a maxim gun from the British warship Sherwater had landed
last Tuesday at San Quentin, Lower
town
California, to protect that
against an attack from Mexican insurgents, came as a complete surprise
to the British foreign office. Nothing
whatever has been heard regarding
the incident at the foreign office and
the admiralty also disclaims any
knowledge of the landing of a British
force.
Watching Federal Approach.
Agua Prieta, April 15. Further re-
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HU1
HURLED OUT OF
AUTO AND KILLED.

TOMORROW WILL

Colonel Finley
and Case May Last for Three
More Days.
Ttioro tv.ie

BE

EASIER

."4

1 OTHERS

Daughter of Imperial Valley Rancher
Takes Joy Ride With New Mexico Mining Man.

PROCLAMATION

Los Angeles. April i."
Miss Gract'..tfwn ih'iz
Central! All the World Will
Mealy ag.4 2. daughter of an imperial
Sing
Appeal Taken From Board
i
heintr tiparri
Valley rancher, was killed last night j
Gloria"
in
the
Over
of Water Commissioners
before Judge McFie and for a few
Joy
by being hurled to the street from a
moments it looked like a legal fight
automobile.
With
rapidly
moving
Resurrection
by Rayado Company
in the literal sense of the term. But
Miss Mealy in the machine were K. L.
then the dinner nour came, and asi
a
New' Mexico ruining man,
Ileman,
Prince Bismarck once remarked, afte 'iFAIR
WEATHER and another couple. The automobile NEW GILA FOREST SUPERVISOR
WARMER
a good meal diplomacy is easy.
struck the car tracks on Seventh
street with such force that Miss
The intervenors, Hunter and Media shen who want C. C. Murray re- This Means That New Easter Mealy was catapulted to the pave- - Cancelled Entries in School Secmoved as receiver, closed their side
mem.
Gowns and Spring Hats
tions Revert to the Federal
of the case and the defense proceeded
Will Reign.
with the testimony.
Colonel Finley
Government
COLONEL ROOSEVELT ON
of the bondholders
committee has
LAST LEG OF TOUR.
been on the stand most of the day tesCoventor Mills today issued the fol- tifying as to the efforts the bond
"The forecast, for New Mex- - Nj Addressed Wisconsin
Mothers' Iay proclamation:
lowing
ToLegislature
holders took to sell the Xew Mexico
ico is generally fair tonight N
Nineteen hundred ami ten was the
and Arrived at Chicago
day
Central railway. It was during his
and colder in the southeast
'first year in this territory in which
Late This Afternoon.
cross examination on the question
the Governor issued a proclamation
portion with frost in the north V
of propositions to sell the road that
and east portion.
Tomorrow,
setting apart a day to lie observed as
13.
Colonel
I;
Chicago, April
he stated he had offered to settle witu
Easter Sunday, will be fair
consider it a great.
Mothers' Day.
volt will
evening st irt on the
unsecured creditors and the Domin- and warmer."
Vl 1' g of his this
privilege to be permitted to again
bewhitwestern
tour,
long
ion Construction Company, the larg-'CHAItLKS E. LINNEY,
name such a day.
hope that the
gan nearly two months ago. He adest creditor represented here by Judge
..Director Weather Bureau.
will be continued in the fupractice
dressed the Wisconsin leg';;'nHT
at ture so that Mothers'
J. Erb of Chicago, that objection was:
Bay will bo
Mad'ton today and late '.his afternoon 'observMl in
made to his disclosing the terms of!
every state, territory and
a
e
he
w.ll
can
rest
to
this
where
settlement offered.
city
With fair and warmer weather, as:
possession of our great nation.
Then a six handed discussion brokois graciously ordered by Director Lin-- j lew . ot rs before resuming i s
It is proper that one day in each
out. and it reached an acute
stags jney. Santa Feans may hope to enjoy:
siiould he set apart to be especyear
rewhen Judge Edward A. Mann's
a glorious Easter Sunday tomorrow,
devoted to thinking of and paying
ially
the!
marks brought Stanley Pearce, of St.
The day is one of rejoicing
tribute to our mothers if alive, anil
Louis, attorney for the intervenors,! world over where belief in a hereaf-- j
wait a year and go in autoto their memories if they have passto his feet. Mr. Pearce took off his tor holds sway. But the day is
matically, rather than run the
ed away, liv their example and trainat-as
and
a
i
it Jooked
feast for gay, spring time
though hejliarly
risk of defeat through any
ing, mothers have made the American
were ready to put on the gloves. Soon tire, and the Easter bonnet for the
changes. Delegate Andrews
people what they are today. Mother's
ladies is almost a proverb. Ilenc.
however, the dinner hour arrived.
leaving the pension office,
love is synotiomous with all that is
and warmer weather is an essen- The brilliant array of attorneys still
working in the interest of pengood and holy; whatever measure of
to
on
feminine
this day.j
sioners of New Mexico,
dazzles the small audience that gath-j,ia- l
happiness
happiness and success one has had in
Jn Kaster it is a pretty custom to
Hitchcock fall to the
ers each day to hear portions of the
is largely dtie to the guidance and
ilife
F.
'nted Easter eggs, typical Writes R. Asplund 24 Page influence of his mother, the woman
ground with an attack of verti- Vcase. Attorney E. W. Hudson of
Mob of Wine Growers SackHitchcock was taken to
V go.
buquerque. is there to represent C. C. iof "life out of apparent death." Send-- j
who loved him bettor than any on
Letter From Aztec Telled Houses of Two MerS the emergency hospital.
Murray and lined up at his tabid sit;inS Easter cards, on which the egg is
else on earth.
Trials.
Of
ing
NOW THEREFORE, I, William .',
Judge Edward A. Mann of Albuquer-- ! frequently represented, is also a cus-- j
chants Near Eperney
A Rigid Exclusion Law.
que and Attorney John S. Wendt, fovi,om adhered to in this land.
Mills. Governor of the Territory of
Washington, April 1.". An immigra-- the Pittsburg Trust Company. Onthej A rabbits foot neatly decorated
New Mexico, do hereby designate and
oint Sunday, May Mth. Hill, as
E
OF
FURNITURE tion bill affecting all Mongolian peo-- j other side of the room sit Judge .I.lwith beads by Xavajos. is a novelty ALFALFA 4 TO 8 INCHES HIGH
pies was introduced in the House
Stanley Pearce and lion. T. H. ;this Vf'ar !inl indjeates good luck for
MOTH EltS' DAY,
recipient.
day by Representative Haynes of Cali-- ; Catron, attorneys for the intjrvenors.l ,ne veal' 10
a lid recommend that on said day all
ln th Churches.
And Orchards Are In Full Bloom of our citizens attend divine wor-- !
Shower of Broken Bottles Meets fornia. The bill provides that all Neill B. Field of Albuquerque, whilel The
day is one of great solemnity
taws now in lorce proniintiiig or regit-- ' he. does not appear on the record, rep
and Make the Landscape
ship: that eac h of them, if possible,
Attack of Soldiers With
nf thr.
ivcflr ;t whit'. fl,,ier.r u ivnii-- l
lating the coming of Chinese or Per resents the unsecured creditors, it is in churches as the announcements in
Enjoyable.
Drawn Sabers
sians of Chinese descent into the saiu. and is a conspicuous figure in the church column elsewhere indi-- l
purity, sweetness and love of our
United States may be made to apply the court room. Col. George YV. Pri ch- cate. At the Cathedral of St. Francis!
mothers: and I further 'suggest that
to Japanese, Koreans, Tartars, Ma- ard, former attorney general of New in this the city of Holy Faith and seatj The following letter has been
riests, ministers and preachers
Epernay, France, April 15. Violent
East Indians, Lascars. Mexico is there too, representing Rob-- j of th? archbishopric, the ceremonies; ceived by Chief Clerk Rupert F. As-- ; of ,ne g0Kpl on ,na, uay preach
rioting again occurred last night in lays, Afghans,
are conducted with great eclat. They!
of the department of education mons ,akillK ,iS ,fcx, Motu?rs
an,
the disturbed champagne district. At Hindus, and all persons of the Mon- ert Law, former president of the New
will be of unusual interest this year; from Superintendent J. E. Clark, who Mothers' Ixive
or Asiatic race or extraction. Mexico Central railroad.
j
Trepail, a mob of wine growers sack- golian
! made the successful
as
is
Arch-this
the
time
the
last
to
San
is
all
further
It
Juan,
pertrip
provided that
Uone al llu, Executive offioe tnjs
ed the houses of two wine merchants
Harrison Nesbitt, president of t he
will be seen pontificating before! blazing a trail for other daring mo-,,ltn
of Al,ri A D
and destroyed
the furniture with sons affected by the proposed law now Bank of Pittsburg and member of the' bishop
0n
collection!
he
leaves
for
Rome. The
torists to follow. Mr. Clark and his, witness mv hand and the Great
which they erected barricades in the in the United States, other than teach- bondholders committee is also attendtaken up will be for the Pope andj party have not returned yet but
of ,ne Territorv of Xew Mexi(..
streets. The troops were greeted with ers, merchants, bankers, professional ing the case.
theyjStal
Catholics are requested to see to it are expected
are
tonight.
They
I!v tho (jovernor.
a shower of broken bottles but charg- men or persons touring the country
a
that
collection
this
will
be
suitable!
as
hack
both
motor (S(?a ,
by train
coming
WILLIAM I. MILLS,
ed with drawn sabers and dispersed for pleasure, must within a year after POSTOFFICE WINDOWS
one to present to the pontiff who will! cars used on the trip were sold.
the passage of the act apply to the
NATHAN JAFFA '
the rioters.
CLOSED ON SUNDAY
receive Santa Fe's archbishop in priMr. Clark's letter is dated April 11,
secretary of commerce and labor for
Secretary of Xew Mexico,
vate audience.
and is mailed from Aztec, San Juan
a certificate of residence. All who
Notaries
C. Burke Receives Telegram From
SNOBBISHNESS AT NAVAL
va-The
music
the
in
at
the
services
He
resia
writes:
certificate of
county.
Governor Mills appointed
Lauren
ACADEMY AT ANNAPOLIS. have not such
First Assistant Postmaster
churches
is
rious
of
excellence
dence are to be arrested and deported.
great
"it is now nearly z oclocK l uesaay w. Case of Las Cruces, Dona Ana
Ordering
Change.
of'
and throngs will he in every place
The bill was referred to the commitnight. About 15 minutes ago I had
and Robert Dross, also of Las
Is
Congress
Investigating
Alleged tee on
Much patience has been the first word from the Doran car county,
worship.
foreign affairs.
Social Discrimination Against
Cruces, notaries public,
Washington, D. C, April 15. 1!H1.
shown
of choirs in! since
members
the
by
Democrats Prove Their Insincerity. E. C. Burke, Postmaster, Santa Ee,
Saturday morning (1!) when we!
Went to Las Vegas,
Young Woman Who Works
drilling for the solemn feast and their left it. and made a desperate run for
N. M.
Washington, April 15. The DemoGovernor Mills, accompanied
bv
for Her Living.
efforts
will
he
appreciated.
surely
fuel. Sparks and Ervien both phoned, Mrs Mi!ls and Miss Madeline Mills
cratic party met its first serious trouSunday service in accord"Cnange
In the Afternoon.
me
j
from
where
Blanco
bles in the House of Representatives ance with
they just
,his morning lor thcir form,r
Washington, April 15. Social life
At .'! o'clock in the afternoon, the rived with
department's letter, .March
the aid of teams which we!lr
, .,
...
,,
,m nao
at the United States naval academy yesterday. At the close of a session 25th, 1911.
uuiiic
nvie uiev will
of a large class will take!
confirmation
ient back for them, as we had burned spend Easter.
will
as reflected in the academy hops is marked by insurgency in the Demobe
"GRANDF1ELD.
in
They
likely
the
His
place
Grace, nr. all the kerosene oil in the country.
Cathedral,
cratic ranks by reason of which the
back Tuesday.
"First Assistant." Archbishop Pitaval administering the
being investigated by the navy demissed
They report the car in good condinarrowly
scoring
Republicans
The
above
rewas
at-telegram
Bothering Attorney General
today
sacrament.
will
This
partment in order to discover if snob- a
ceremony
tion but she is
to handle coal
triumph, the House passed the Huck- ceived by Edward C.
There is no telling what letters will
tract a large number of people, friends! oil since the refusing are so carbonbery has crept into the institution.
er bill for publicity of campaign con- ter in response to hisBurke, postmas
cylinders
The investigation is based on the
request to the: and relatives of the persons to be con- ized by the use of too much of it al- be sent to the office of the attorney
tributions before elections. The fight postoffice
department at Washington firmed.
general, and Acting Attorney General
complaint that Miss Mary H. Beers, arose over the extent to which
ready.
publi
S. Clancy has a large fund of
j Harry
At Night.
daughter of Professor Beers, head of city should be applied. But for the asking for authority to follow the or"Trt ihrt
.... mArninn tlnrf.
der issued by Postmaster General
' "".:g00,i humor in answering all manner
Now that Holy Week is over and
the English department of" Yale, jvas
to
here
them
Vigorous and continued use of the Hitchcock on March 25 closing the
with
supply
gasoline
01
on the
amusements are
V
a recent victim of snobbery at the Democratic whip, an
queries. . Hut this fund was almost
.
and engine oil so they will be here
important Re- letter carriers' window on Sunday and worldly there will be a again
od-of
tapis,
'hen he received a
"au
academy.
amendment
noon. This will bring the second
publican
extending publi
a cltlzen f N?w Mex"
It is said that Miss Beers' escort at city to the individual receipts and ex thereby relieving carriers of Sunday the Elks' theater tomorrow night at by
frm
re,,u.rn
the!
car
in
in
a
here
week
from
service.
just
S o'clock.
Manager Stanton announca hop was given an intimation by a penses of candidates for congress
When!100 asklI,s him to attend to iL 01
The old rule of making collections es that Morrison's orchestra will dis time of starting from Santa Fe.
om,r8e ll, ,ax re,,lrn goes to tne as"
midshipman that her presence there would have been retained in the bill.
we
out
we
started
expected to get
and distributing mail to boxes, and ourse sweet music and that the
was not desired because of her posi- when It finally passed.
sessor' as Ule
general has
in
we
TWO
if
DAYS
reached
through
the delivering of transient mail Mures will be of keen interest. There
tion as governess in the family of
to.
,alI
"
here
at
As it was, the amendment was and sale of
but
in
Fe!0'ntI
Santa
all,
everyone
two comic reels "Rival Candi-liverstamps at the general
Land Entries.
Lieutenant Tarrant of the navy.
who knew anything about the roads
adopted over the protest of the Dem
window between the hours of hites" and "Betty Becomes a Maid."
The investigation is the result of a ocratic leaders, by the support of fifty- The following were the land entries
told us that it would be impossible!
9 and 10 a. m. will still remain inlTheri there is a superb hand colored,
a' tne San,a Fe Land Office yester- request of Congressman Korbley of two Democrats who voted with the force.
Pathe film entitled Pompey's Dream. to make the trip in autos.
He asked the secretary of solid Republican strength. Resort to
Indiana.
E(lward G' Birl)ey- - WaS'i
"It is a fact that the road was not ,,ay:
the navy to Investigate "that peculiar a parliamentary move enabled the This Sunday closing movement has
Mo"nd: Frank D- Hartwell, Le Roy.
for
constructed
but
autos
the
only
been
endorsed by every religious or
RKas-01iV
social system at the academy that Democrats later to get rid of the
Ins'e. Willard; Pearl V.
THE HARRISON ESTATE. serious difficulty which we encounter-- :
s
makes unwelcome at a social func- amendment; but twenty-eigh- t
of their ganization and many personal letters
Garrison, Moriarty; Francis D.
was
ed
the
of
lack
Both
gasoline.
tion an estimable and talented girl number refused to change their atti- from business men, practically makWilliam
M.
Bloomfield;
have
made
the
mud
sand,
andjclur.
ing a unanimous endorsement by the After it Was Thought to Have Been
who happecs to be earning her own tude and stuck with the Republicans
climbs in a most gratifying son. Aztec; Willis Melton, James R.
All Settled, Son Brings Suit to
of
Santa Fe.
people
in
the
Democratic majority.
manner and no breakage of any kindj11- McMillen, Farmington; Hosea B.
living."
opposing
Reopen Matter.
The matter was referred to SuperThe Rucker bill passed finally by a Every city in the country is taking
occurred.
The "Pathfinder" Hooks, Flora Vista,
X.
15.
That has
M., April
Albuquerque,
intendent Bowyer of the academy, unanimous vote, but only after a up the movement and there have been G rover Harrison, son of Dr. George looks as trim as new today and hasj
Mr. Beal Arrests Two .
no
complaints from any source, it is j W.
The amendment ofwho reported the facts. The report stormy scene.
made a trip of 30 miles since Hi The office of the mounted police
of
Harrison,
Albuquerque
formerly
was forwarded to Lieutenant Tarrant, fered by Representative Jackson, an said.
now of Denver, will make most sencarrying me to the schools atjeeived word today that Mounted
now on the Michigan, for a statement insurgent Republican from Kansas,
Point and Flora Vista. Mr. liceman Beal arrested Bill Carson for
sational allegations in his suit for an
SENATOR
HITCHCOCK
IS
as to the status of Miss Beers in his required all candidates for congress
Stephens, Mr. Turley and Mr. Bunker; drunkenness and Refugio Martinez,
alSTRICKEN WITH VERT1GOJ accounting against his father has
family. Lieutenant Tarrant's reply to file statements of the source and
been stated; that the suit will went with me to Center Point to visit for assault and battery, at Deming.
ready
has not yet reached the department. use of their individual campaign Fell Unconscious
more elaborate proportions is Miss Nina White's school. The same Martinez was fined to the extent of
to Sidewalk as He assume
funds, in both the primary and general
the
story which follows the recent de- company met County Superintendent $4:1.30.
Was About to Enter Pension
election.
TWO DRUNKEN BROTHERS
of Grover Harrison from this Field and also went to Flora Visita
parture
Military Affairs.
Office.
The amendment met Instant supON A RAMPAGE.
after a visit here in connection Mr. and Mrs. Robert Woods who are
A dispatch has been received here
city
enside
and
from
the
the
Republican
teachers in that district. Mr. for Adjutant General Brookes anport
with the litigation. It is understood
15
Senator
Washington,
April
countered the opposition of the Demohas nouncing that the war department
young Harrison will institute proceed Sparks phones that no mishap
They Kill American Manager of MexHitchcock
of
was
Nebraska
stricken
cratic leaders.
vu.c lu
Liie neu,
our mauwi)1 aImv New Mexico to send a
ican Mine and Are Then Shot
with vertigo today and fell uncon-- l ings in several counties against all tha kerosene isi,o.a,i,
becoming quite distaste-- ;
Down by Pursuing Posse.
nr a ,illt4nnTlt rnlnn, nt
scious to the sidewalk as he was en-- parties to whom Dr. Harrison is al- fill.
MAN WHO SHOT JUAN
to have disposed of lands owned
leged
to the maneuvers at San Diego,
J
the
office.
fantry
hur-!
He
was
tering
pension
ORTIZ
SURRENDERS.
Mitaira
wife,
Guadelajara, Mex., April 15. Thom- and one battery officer of artilried to the hospital where he is re- - by the estate of his deceased
"Alfalfa is from 4 to S inches high Calif.,
de Perea, the esHarrison
Guadalupe
as D. Murphy, general manager of the
as
lery to San Antonio, Texas, to report
resting easy. His condition1 tate of which an
He was Starved and Frozen but First ported
and
are
in
orchards
full
so
bloom
you
El Favor Mining company, operating
acotinting is sought.
is not serious,
25.
Thing He Asked for Was a
This report, if true, assures that the may know we are enjoying the land- April
in the Hostopiquilla district of Jalis-- j
Irrigation Matters.
suit will be one of the most compli scape. The valleys are certainly
Cigaret.
co, was killed by Carlos and Macario
$50,000,000 AMERICAN LOAN
Appeal from the decision of the
in fact I am tempted
beautiful,
to
as
well
cated
as
ever
sensational
Cervantes, brothers, at El Favor
Board of Water Commissioners, re- SIGNED UP AT PEKIN.
Lander, Wyo., April 15. William
brought in New Mexico, Dr. Harrison's accept a patch on the Animas in ex ".nesting approval of application No
camp, according to news
Drougnt Howard who shot John Ortiz at Lost
T
for
Pathfinder.
in
the
J
..ffaift, 411
v.nt
, xwmo Kl..
Possibly
.
lllCllllUlieU
Carlos Cervantes shot him in
here.
the Rayado Irrigation company.
Pekin, April l.j The million do-- ! il u,le ul ,1..
Cabin last Sunday, and who has been
i" must interesting , s I'll accept another patch for "Doran hasbybeen filed
the heart and in the head, and as he
aloan
to
China
by
by Judge J. C. Gunter
the Red'' and all return to Santa Fe
group of jtures of the list of aUegations.
out in the mountains since, gave
lying
fell, the brother struck him on the himself up to the authorities at Lan- American financiers, negotiations for, Grover Harrison
rail. I'm sure Paul doesn't care representing the Farmers Developby
recently brought
head with a machete.
ier today almost dead from starvation which have been going on for some sllit in tne district court praying tne to drive back now, for he is all tired ment Company of Springer.
The Mexicans made their escape, and exposure, but said what he craved time, was signed here today.
There is considerable doubt as to
There are some parts of the
f.()llrt t0 compel an accounting by his cut.
but Macario was overtaken by a posse most was a cigarette. He claims he
for the estate in question, ask- - ro: 0 too, which he certainly doesn't the wisdom of granting applications,
father
in a narrow canyon and shot to death. shot Ortiz in
to see again for some time."
streams
for waters of New Mexico
VOTES
Ortiz probjng aso that tne court decare null care
Carlos is still at large.
whose probable flow as shown by the
THROWN TO O'DONNELL. and void the settlement whereby Gro- (To be continued Monday.)
ably will recover.
The Cervantes brothers were drunk
record of measurements in the terriver Harrison received the sum of $10,- and terrorizing the camp, shooting in ACTRESS MARRIES TURKISH
LELAND STANFORD WINS
torial engineer's office, has been exDenver, April 15. T, J. O'Donnell noo.
the streets and into the houses. Murr
FRESHMAN BOAT RACES. hausted by prior applications on
PRINCE AT LONDON. ictcHcu uie
vines in tophy ordered them to leave the camp.
which construction work has been
day's ballot for United States sena- "LAZY HUSBAND LAW" WOULD
The brothers answered by killing him. Ola Humphrey, an American, Joined tor.
The
Alameda, Calif., April 15. In the begun, is under way or is completed.
for
voted
Republicans
BE GOOD THING HERE.
in Wedlock With Ibraham HasVaile. There was no election.
Sacramento, Calif., April 15. For annual boat races between the crews Promoters of irrigation projects, are
FOUND IN STREET
san, Cousin of Khedive.
lelusing to work and provide for his (5f the University of California and often successful in disposing of lands
WITH THROAT CUT.
London, April 15. Ola Humphrey, FAMOUS BASEBALL PITCHER
children, who have been placed in a Stanford on Oakland estuary today, with water rights to settlers, on the
the American actress, and Prince Ibra- IS NOW TICKET TAKER. local orphan asylum, Frank Young of Stanford won the freshman race over strength of the approval by the terriPueblo, Colo., April 15. With hialhim Hassan, cousin of the Khedive of
course. The length of torial engineer or of the board of wathis city is the first "lazy husband" to t ie three-milJugular vein severed the dead body ol Egypt, were married at the registry
15.
Amos Rusie, one be imprisoned under the new Stetson time was 16 minutes.
ter commissioners of applications for
Seattle,
April
Luis Sandias was found In the middle office at London
today. The bride- - of the most famous baseball pitchers law. He will be sentenced to the
The three mile race between
the
the surplus flow of streams. All such
oi ine street ai u ana Spring streets groom is described as a bachelor aged in the United States has beer
a daily wage of $1.50 Varsity crews was also won by Stan- applications should be rejected, It
at
chain
gang
engaged
and as a result sixteen men are un 32, and a
prince of the Ottoman em as a ticket taker at the Seattle base which money will be used for the sup-- ford by one length In a time of fourder arrest.
ball park of the Northwestern League. port of the children,
pire.
teen minutes and five seconds.
(Continued on Page eight.)
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inforcements from the south are expected today. The rebel commanders
had scouts out all night and today are!
watching for the approach of the ene-- '
my. They have acted on the orders
from the United States that they shall
refrain in future engagements from
firing into Douglas and declared their
intention of carrying the battle to
the federal troops, the moment the
latter appear on the open plain surrounding Agua Prieta.
Douglas Thanks Taft.
Douglas, Ariz., April 15. Douglas
people are grateful for the assurances
of President Taft that their precarious position is appreciated by the federal government and official steps
have been taken to forestall future
danger. The Douglas chamber of:
commerce met today to formulate a
message of thanks to the President.
Captain Gaujot today purchased blankets, cooking utensils and rations for
47 Mexican soldiers and three officers
held prisoners at headquarters.
No Federal Defeat.
Cananea, Sonora, April 15. The report of a federal defeat at the hands
of Juan Cabral and his rebel band
near Bacanuchi, is denied here. Xo
wounded have been brought in and
Cabral is reported nearing Agua Prieta.
Protection, for American Plant.
Washington, April 15. The battle
of Agua Prieta and its resultant loss
of American lives and damage to
property, has riveted the attention of
the American government to the situation along the entire border. The
question of Indemnity for loss of life
and property at Douglas, is a matter
for the future, the pressing need at
this time being to see to it that no
American settlement is exposed to
danger from either federal or rebel
bullets. The state department today
requested the Mexican government
to extend its protection to the Canal
Development Company, an American
concern, whose supplies at Mexican,
Lower California, are threatened with
destruction by the insurgents. The
Imperial Valley of California depends
for its water supply on this plant. It
i3 confidently expected that the
government will order an adequate guard to the scene.
Bloody Battle Imminent,
Agua, Prieta, Sonora, April 15.
About a thousand Mexican troops encamped early today at the mouth of
the canyon west of "Agua Prieta in
the first mountain range along the
route to Cananea. They have moved
up in various detachments from Can
Mex-ica-
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DUMB CHILLS AND FEVER.
Tex. "Five
Donglasville,
years
ago, I was caught In the rain at the
wrong time,"' writes Miss Edna
of Douglasville,
Rutherford,
"and
from that time, was taken with dumb
chills and fevers, and suffered more
than I can tell. I tried everything
that I thought would help, and had
four different doctors, but got no relief, so I began to take Cardul. Now
I feel better than in many months."
Cardui does one thing, and does it
well. That's the secret of 30 years
of success.
As a tonic there is
nothing in the drugstore like it. As
a remedy for women's ills, it has no
equal. Try it. Price ?1.

THE LITTLE STORE

We Have

Sweet Peas Seeds
Bulk and Packages
25 Varieties.

Southern Corner Plaza. Santa Fe.
WE

Co.

Telephone

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS

WITH

ALL

CASH

PURCHASES

Amen.

Buxton Post .Office . Robbed-- The
Ye
Tnor Solo and Chorus-"S- eek
post office at Buxton, Quay county,!
T
The Lord
Roberts
y
was broken into and robbed last week.
jjr A J Teare.
The thieves took both money and sermon
Subject "lie Not Disturbed"
staml)sDr. Roberts
Stole a Wagon Load of Lumber
Postlude March
Chas. Voss
In broad daylight a thief entered the
Appropriate hymns throughout both
yard of John Shank at Las Vegas, on services.
the corner of Main and Grand, and
The choirSopranns. Mrs. A. R.
stole a wagonload of lumber.
,!
nnA
,ieM5
Gift for Dr. Roberts Thursday ev- Amelia McFie. Tenors. A.
Teare
J.
ad and R J CrinTitnn
ening Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts'
AltnsMrs R
vanced class in history at the Normal
Crl(,hton and Miss Edith Marmon;
egas surprised Rass m,
University at Las
Mn t? Mrwhim by presenting him with a handMiss Marian Bishop, organist.
some desk lamp of bronze and stained
Young People's Society of Christian
glass.
Endeavor meets at (1:45. Tonic- The
Dam-Ysidro
Flood Destroys
.Pe- Snirit o the
Resurr.,tion: F. r. Mc.
rea of Torreon,
Torrance county. Bride is leader A1I.n no at 6 45 p
built a dam on his place to impound ni- - free illustrated lecture, "Old Testa-wate- r
from the arroyo but last week mont History." Illustrated song "Rock
floods took out the heavy timbers as Qf Ages'' by Misses Frances
Duran.
if they had been straws. Seven feet Ada and Beatrice
Rodriguez. O. L.
of water came down the arroyo.
Wood, leader. Everyone is invited.
Albuquerque to Be Secret Service
Methodist Episcopal.
Headquarters Effective May 1, Albu
Come let us together celebrate the
querque will be headquarters for the
western grand division secret service Resurrection of the Lord Jesus at St.
department of the Santa Fe railroad, ' John's Methodist Episcopal Church,
Headquarters have been maintained April 16th.
for a number of years in La Junta,
Sunday School at 11:15 a. m. Dr. C.
Hearing at San Marcial Ramon O. Harrison, Superintendent. PreachPadilla, constable at San Marcial, will ing at 11 a. m. by the Pastor. Sub- be given a hearing today for assault Jeet: "Faith Better Than Sight." Spe-oJ. Chaves y Jaramillo, formerly cial Easter music, by the choir.
prisoner. Chaves had been worth League service at 7 p. m.
in San Marcial, Socorro eoun-jviDunlavy, president. Preaching at
ly, on a charge of carrying concealed 7:43 P. m. by the Pastor. Subject:
Steward."
Everybody
weapons, and during the ten days in "Tne Unjust
which he was awaiting trial swore our'.'i'l te accorded a cordial welcome to
all of these services. 13. F. Summers,
the warrant against his captor.
at
In
the Pastor.
Wedding
Albuquerque
parsonage of the Lead Avenue M. E.
A. M. E. Church.
church at Albuquerque,
Nelson P..
Easter service, Rice Chapel, A. M.
Swan and Miss Nellie G. Hunt of Stou-ton- ,
E. church, Johnson Street. Rev. W. H.
Mass., were married by Rev. C.
O. Beckman.
The ceremony was wit- Prince, Pastor.
Morning service nt It a. m. Chinessed by the daughters of the groom,
Mesdumes Mary Love and Jennie ldren's exercise evening 8.
Program.
Fleckner of Albuquerque. Mr. 'Swan
John G. Hunt
Organ Prelude
is a well known real estate dealer.
.
i
Just Booze Six prisoners faced the Scripture Reading,
and Congregation.
.Pastor
stern countenance of Justice Craig at
Vocal The Palms. Mrs. Wm. Parsons
Charles
Albuquerque,
yesterday.
Itev. W. H. Prince
Weed and Nelson Griffin paid $5 each Invocation
Congregation
for becoming shiggered last night and Singing
The Very Latest 'An Easter Vagary
appearing on the street in that conJohn G. .Hunt
dition. Others giving their names as
Waller Johnson, Curtis Long, Walter Vocal Duet Hark. Hark My Soul ..
Miss M.
Mrs. Viola Anderson,
Sinclair and Will Northan, the latter
Slaughter
a negro, pleaded not guilty to the
?..
Composition Joan of Arc
charge of vagrancy.
Mrs. Mary Parsons
Vocal Beyond the Gates of Paradise
Miss Valdera, V. Slaughter
GKL1SCH
The Two Dawns
Miss Marguerite Slaughter
-

No. 40.

in my life.

EASTER SERVICES.
First Presbyterian Church.
The shaker, Dr. F. H. II. Roberts,
of Las Vegas.
Morning Service.
Organ "Prelude in G"....Edw. Read
Anthem "Awake l'p, My Glory"
J. Barnby
Anthem "Trust in the Lord Forever'
H. Housey
Offertory "Gondoliori"
E. Nevin
Srmon Subject "The Christ,"
Dr. Roberts
Anthem "Resurrection," H. R. Shelly'
I'ostlude "Marche, Crux Flambeaux"
S. Clark
Evening Service.
Organ Prelude "Idilio". .Theo. Lack
Anthem "He Hath Sent His Angels"
H. Harris
Offenbach
Offertory "Barcarolle''

tuc n mi v oniuin iid
a iiil uhili iiuuiiu ur.
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Established 1856.

!.; rmi

Bros. Co.

Selipan
Cleaner, sweeter, whiter
clothes, is the result when
you use Sunny Monday Soap.
Sunny Monday is white,
and contains not an ounce of
rosin, which is one of the
chief ingredients of all yellow
laundry soaps. Clothes cost
more than soaD and it. there
fore, pays to use the best soap,
even for laundry purposes.
Ask your grocer for Sunny

White Qoods For Spring
Our beautiful lines for Spring represent the most complete assortment
of choicest White Frabrics both
fancy and plain. We show the best

of

everything for Waists, Gowns,
Undermuslins Childrens wear etc.

Monday.

India Linons
Dotted Swisses

j

ti(rf,rj

Incorporated 1903

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY

Long Cloth
Flaxon

Nainsook
Poplin

CHICAGO

MERCHANTS

Persian Lawns
Voile

Batiste

Dimity

TO LOOK
FUTURE CREDITS.

-

j

Louis Napoleon
Groceries
FRESH CAKES

CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC

EVERY DAY
SMOKED BLOATERS FOR LENTEN OBSERVERS
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL

.

The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes

P,

-

-

and Delacatessen

FRESH PIES

rhnrir.

a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.

n

ANY BOY
CAN RUN

d

THIS

n

ENGINE.

We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly

lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.

Price $70.00 fob Madison, Wis.
We can furnish
any horse power engine required for your
For sale by

work.

FRANK F. GORMLEY,

Santa

Fe, N. M,

j

......

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

BssaaassBBBa

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
ALFALFA SEED.

STOCK

FOOD.

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

to

Phone Black

Phone Black

LEO HERSCH

45

45

Eugenio Romero
LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of building material

jf.

Lump, nut and

The Cathedral
The following is the musical program at the services of the Pontifical
High Mass:
Mercadantes
"Kyrie"
"Sanctus"
Mercadantes
Mercadantes
"Agnus Dei"
"Gloria" from Mass in E flat
by W. A. Leonard
"Credo" from Mass in E flat
by W. A. Leonard
Offertory "Regina Coeli" Lambillotte
"Ecce Sacredos"
Bio. Fabian
"O Salutaris"
Lambillotte
"Tantum Ergo"
F. C. Goeb
The Cathedral choir is composed of
the fc'lov.ing: Miss Mary Sena, Juan-itSena, Lulu M.
?nu, Amalia
Knight, Frances Hinojos, Genevieve
Morrison, Estella Bergere, May
Helena Alire, Lina Lorenzo,
Pilar Delgado, Mrs. C. Chapman, organist, Messrs. Jose I). Sena, Alfredo
Hinojos, Eugene. V. Conroy, Francisco
Chavez, assistant organist.
;'

V mine run coal

YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

iraSCEHEHTS

Ber-ger-

Phone Red 100

THOVUS P. DELGADO, Mgr.

RIDE IN THE MOON

Singing
Easter, Eggs. Chicken, Rabbit
Miss Valdera V. Slaughter
Easter Offering for Missions
Mrs. Wm. Parsons
Rock of Ages
Pantomime
Mitchell.

The
attend.

Executive Committee

Met Last Night
in Office of L. B. VickRoy and
Took Action.

A most interesting and
important
meeting of the Executive Committee
of the Merchants Association of Santa Fe was held last evening at the office of L. B. VickRoy, the president.
Every member of the Executive Committee yas present and an hour and
a half was most profitably spent in
considering matters pertaining to the
welfare of the association.
The secretary made report showing
a large number of persons owing various members of the association and
t jiwmuer oi me association will
be supplied with a list of all persons

$1,500
We repair and care for all makes
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES

SANTA FE GARAGE

Palace Ave.

FOR

HALF A CENTURY THE IEADING

P.O.

public

is cordially

Box 219

"Statement

HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, an.l
believe him perfectly honorable in all

business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75c.
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
pation.

A

FOR YOUR GARDEN DON'T YOU NEED A WHOLE LOT OF
NEW TOOLS?
WE HAVE THEM, DON'T BORROW YOUR NEIGHBOR'S.
WE DO NOT GO TO SEED" IN OUR BUSINESS, BUT KEEP UP
TO DATE WITH ALL THE RELIABLE BRANDS OF HARDWARE
IN ABUNDANCE.
Wood-Davi-

If Its Hardware We Have it.

Phone 14.

We Have Built Up

WHOLESALE
AISD RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE;.

Lump

CERRILLOS

MF.n

Anthracite Coal al Sizes,

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Srs.Sfp.
Telephone

that our Tailoring is perfect because
that fact is well known all over town.

COLD IN ONE DAY

Phone 14.

Screened

$572,S59,062.9S
Liabilities, & Reserves 572,859,002.98
O. C. Watson & Co., District Mana-

Tako LAXATl V K BROMO Quinine Table
DruggMtsiefund money If It ails to cure E
W. GKOVM'S aifinatura 19 on each box 2

Hardware Co.

s

Reminder

Assets

A

Phone 39

H EEE'S WHERE. W 60

ll

THE MUTUAL LIFE
Insurance Company of New York.
New York, N. Y.
To December 31st, 1910."

TO CURE

CITY

You Don't Need

of

gers.

'!

u'tinm tl,.o mnMf..Tf
l.:n
for collection and who fail or refuse
to pay. In this way every member
can protect himself against unworthy
persons while giving all proper credit to those deserving.
The Merchants Association is very
much in earnest, if last evening's
meeting is any indication, and is going to see that future credits are extended only to those who will meet
their obligations promptly.

to

invited

DRY GOODS HOUSEI--

;llint

But we may remind you that we have
just received a fine line of Spring
Suitings and Overcoatings and that
now is your chance to have either or
both made up to your order. We
give you a perfect fit and finish, and
you will be satisfied with the charge,
too.
101

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain"

FOR C A I p

JiLL

Injfiroved

Modern Residences for Rent.

Washington Ave

Julius Muralter F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.
Cor. Palace and Washington

Avenue.

WOOD'IS HACK LINE

LIVERY STABLE

Prom

Gauntlett

30 H. P.

Great Array of Dainty Materials Temptingly Priced

by Mrs. Lily M. LeBouf,

Church of the Holy Faith.
Morning Prayer.
Processional
"Come Ye Faithful"
Sullivan
After Confession "God So Loved the
World"
Strainer
"Christ Our Passover"
Carroll
Gloria After Psalms
Anon
T
Deum
Herman Katzschaiar
Jubilate
Harvey B. Gaul
Introit Hymn "The Strife is O'er"
Shorter Kyrie, from Palestrina
Gloria Tibi
Anon
Sermon Hymn "Jesus Lives"
Gloria after Serm,on
Anon
Offertory Anthem "Triu m p h a n t
Strains Arise"
Chipman
Sanctus
Taylor
Communion Hymn "At the Lambs'
High Feast We Sing"
Elvey
Gloria in Excelsis "Old Chant"
Benediction "Seven Fold Amen"
Recessional
"Rise Crowned With
Light"
Liroff
Prayer for members of the choir:
Grant, O Lord, that the words I may
sing with my lips, I may believe in my

A

LUMBER
in large Quantities and have
WE HANDLE

modern facility for furnishing
very best rough or dresied

very

the

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the
Lumber
of every description. We are thui che north bound train and
enabled to make the very best prices Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
for Lumber of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your ray. Good covered hack
teams.
contracts.

arrival ot
arrives at
any otter

CALL

UP

'Phone

9

iafoeUVm USE
Drivers

Fraisted.

and good

CHAS. CLOSSON

ETtiy Thing 4crito Mak

Charles W. Dudrow FARE

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

Pan

$5.00

0pr Af.

EEEZraSSBiSBBI

MARCH

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

- WINDS

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
of exposure to the March winds.
Such unpleasant conditions may
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying.
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH HAZEL
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion perfect in all kinds of weather.

Zook's Pharmacy
Phone 213

i
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norant and filthy people but can be all oilier eye diseases of the eye put
found in all paths of society, most together only cause i.)
cent of
WAR
of whom become afflicted
through Uindiie.ss while trachoma alone, where
If You Have, the Statement of This
the
carelessness or ignorance of prevalent, is responsible
for the
Santa Fe Citizen Will Interest
those infcc; d.
per cent, of blind unfortun-ti'.t'-s- ,
You.
jollier
IN
nu wiil appreciate, the irnport-- ! "T Virn
"
Ever have a
Tbe disease being so widely spread
tl d!tic r..,,r,M fnT
pain In the
wtttl
w;e. n
i
l'.Tt ar t..,! 1,,r,T tvuiy yur,,
in our pueblos should he of special ail"- of Melting aft r ttiis scourge,
6ack?
I
., l.av
lr. m..r
far, ur tf.fit it'
;f
;..finn
;7
ir:"l. I
j
not. only is the ex-- , f a
interest to all in New Mexico.
Furthermore,
ill IU6 DWail, ilUL Ufl 111.
::.y rwrm.;; r;.l
fcj n.y
rltl.u M
Dr. A. H. Dunn, Authority on If your school be not. placed unci-- r pep.-.- - of inspection and treatment
That's the home of backache.
Will Rogers Does Not Deny
U,.. Gt;rJ. Elg'.s, 1U.
and isolation
and ' 'rivial as com pa red with t':;e actual
It's caused by sick kidneys.
rigid inspection
Kid-napiAt
He
That
Planned
Diseases,
Tropical
Pills
That's why Doan's Kidney
uninforreil it is .damage done by Idiminci-itself but
tieatiitent remain
cure it.
The Sowels
Work in Pueblos
Her
to
only a question of time when there those- who Lave trachoma have their M SL
Marry
Santa Fe. neocle endorse this. Read
will he thousands going around blind earning capacity limited as vision
a cast of it.
in this territory, a burden to relatives a in! endurance of the eye are soon
FRIGHTFUL RAVAGES WROUGHT and friends in general and the com- affected ard hence individuals mii.t
OVER
DISCLOSURE
CAN OY CATHARTIC
KTrr-STui:GBIEE- S
he satisfied with a lower standard of
nmnitv in particular.
a
public statement,
years ago I gave
It is hard to say how the disease- existence and the .same applies to
ion
uux' miir Mi
ALL
hose depending upon them; this re-- as
Fiftv Five Out of 57 School originated
tim mf DRUCOiSTS
telling of my experience with, and Wiggins Is Stoical But Points
Indians
our
among
c
.
Doan's
in
Pills.
unhygi-niof
then,
suits,
Kidney
They
Jin
dirt,
I'altahi.
Ortod,
T1
poverty,
Go).
opinion
Children in Jemez Pueblo
whether they got it first and later in
SVvcr
'I he Kcnulitw tt,l-Weakon
l.rll-Accusing Finger Toward
ami
and degrada ion
fc!ijiwl n:C.
surroundings
to core or jour tnum-completely rid me of pains in my back
eir&ntl
ou
in
our
tsja0
many
It.
territory
Se,-Have
f.!d in I.?:.
Other Cell.
which had troubled me oft and on for
of fheir pueblos
or (most likely) even crinn
Slerlins Kemeity Co., Wheeling, W.Va.
months. When I stooped or brought
individANNUAL SALE, 12 MILLION BOXES
community depends upon
some one has brought the disease
A vigorous campaign led by a phyWill Rogers does not deny that the
any strain on my loins. I suffered
from the east and infected the in- uals and of' u is judged by such and
various
were
and
other
out
and
of
to
there
international
seek
sician
him
severely
motive which drove
reputation
habitants and as a result, of very poor liko the endurance of a chain, is often
backed by the Department, of the InBymptons that my trouble came from an
to kidnap his own baby
hygiene, poor nutrition, sand storms unbalanced by us weakest imk, so, in- lousness and character is bound to
disordered kidneys. I finally procured nenhew and thereby get hold of
terior, is to be waged in New Mexico and close association in pueblo com- "'". the neglect ot such serious in- r.'suli in better (are of those infected
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought $12,000 in greenbacks was LOVE,
against TRACHOMA.
must lead to a poorly judged and so reduce materially the great
Action
of
munities.
the
generalization
prompt relief. I continued taking written in full cans.
number of new infections which conDr. A. H. Dunn, who has fought the 'scourge among the Indians resulted. community.
Doan's Kidney Pills and it was not
in Panama and other terrible
This, combined with
And Joe Wiggins, the mau who did
It is certain, however, that the
is allowed to go on stantly occur.
plague
If
disease
this
long before every symptom of my the work well, he points an acschool inspection, and institudiseases in India, China and Japan,
rigid
common
is
find
not
we
ourselves
very
unattended
among
only
might
trouble disappeared. The fact that I
is now at work trying to curb this the Indians but that many Americans feared as much for trachoma as China tion of treatment by the state of tamo
towards Roger's cell,
have had no return attack, warrants cusing finger
he
American-Mexicadread
in-Trachoma,
I
disease
which,
at
is
the
are
and
again
for p'agtie, the South for hookworm, will be tho only soluticn of the probieope
me in giving Doan's Kidney Pills my when asked why he
lem.
says, has made its ravages in our fected.
and some tropical regions for
Penitentiary.
towns
and
cities.
and
pueblos
not
is
which
and
fear
Me(. IIKNRY DFNN M. D.,
A son of a school teacher in one
A representative of the New
malaria,
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
Government Physician.
'
the of the pueblos contracted the disease well for any growing community 'ike
Aided by Clinton J. ('randall,
of
n
cents.
Buffalo, ican, through the great courtesy
Co.,
Jemez, New Mexico.
S. Indian In
of
ours.
the
I',
Indian
Cleofes
from
with
"the
land
association
the
Warden
superintendent
Romero,
New York, sole agents for the United
Mr.
o
be
Dunn
have
School
School
has
children
dustrial
New
in
here,
lord" at the territorial penitentiary, the papers here?"
frequently
States.
children; when he arrived
give up school in their receptive age
gun an effective (it is to be hoped) Mexico his eyes were normal.
Remember the name Doan's and called on these two "guests'' late
POLITICS AND POLITICIANS
"No" said the young man, in a
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the stage and they are faces that
the dramatic critics declare "good to
A former prisoner, howlook at."
Warden Roever, put them there.
mero's policy is to let the prisoners
decoration
carry out this student-likand education idea, believing that it
does no harm and may give the prisoners a lot of consolation.
The warden believes "to err is human" and he thinks lie has a few
who have made their first mistake.
Rogers may be one of these; and
hourly he grows to realize ii.
He was a trifle paie after all the
His
anxiety he has been through.
eyes, however, are bright and with
piercing inquiry as he was told a
newspaper man wished to talk with
him.
His voice showed his si rain, his emotion.
"There is not much for me
to say," he began.
But as he looked at you. you felt
that there was a great deal an ambition crushed, perhaps; or the determination to regain his freedom and
his place in society.
"I suppose this story has gone all
over the country all over the world"
he continued.
Then he stopped suddenly as though wrung with remorse
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view that in voting for a constitution
embodying the recall as applied to
the judiciary the people of Arizona
were confronted with the alternative
o" so doing or of
rejecting the coir
stitution in its entirety. If they were
afforded the opportunity to vote upon
that Question alone they would, in
Mr. Taft's estimation, reject it and
it is his belief that they should be
granted such an opportunity.
".Messrs. Flood and Houston failed
to indicate their views of
suggestion although they apparently eame away 'from the White
House predisposed toward their own
proposition to take the matter out of
th hands of the chief executive."
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ABObeing again prominently in the fore- - Santa Fe will he a large and prosperSTANDING OF THE TEAMS.
ground in the proceedings in Con- - ous city, and will come into its own.
gress, should result in a decided in- ORTHODOXY.
the expense of construction, Albuquer-- , crease in inquiries about the territory
National League.
The New Mexican on another page
A speaker in this city, this week, deW.
L.
que pays the greater part of the
its industrial opportunities. Some publishes a warning against trachoPet.
2
0
clared that the American people are es in the county. The case seems ar. men have argued that statehood it- ma. For the past year or so it has Philadelphia
1000
among the most conservative in the, easy one and clear. Albuquerque peo- self can be of little consequence to repeatedly called attention to the Pittsburg
l 0 1000
1
world and that this is a too conservaple should decide which way the the investor, for foe invests just as danger which lurks in the prevalence St. Louis
0
1000
2
1
tive old world anyway. Because some road should run and as the route they leave in China, Argentine, under the of the disease among the Pueblos and Brooklyn
.667
.333
centuries ago a Russian
l 2
emperor desire also serves the greatest num- Czar or under the Kaiser, as long as its spread to the white people. It is Boston
o
1
found that his soldiers in
.000
their ber of people and makes accessible there is prospect of making profits. fortunate that the Santa Fe public Chicago
2
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marches across the cold tundra wiped a large area of fertile farm lands, Perhaps, that it true, but the power schools have medical inspection and New York
.000
0
1
their noses on their coat sleeves and there seems no good reason except of advertising must not be lost sight that the county has an energetic phy Cincinnati
.000
ordered buttons sewed .along the the desire of some automobile owners ot.
tact tnat iNew Mexico is sician who is keeping: watch against.
tne
the
road
should
to
that
take
the sand named in the
sleeve to prevent it, therefore to this
American League.
dispatches published by just such dangers. The insidiousness
hills so as to avoid the more difficult
L.
W.
Pet.
live paper in the United States of trachoma, its frightful results and
day a fashionable man is unorthodox
every
the ease with which it is communi Washington
Says the Albuquer is bound to attract
0
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1000
unless those buttons appear on his river bottoms.
to
and
attention,
Journal
que
should
today:
make parents and teach- Detroit
0
2
1000
sleeve.
attract attention is one of the chief cated,
ers doubly watchful, for unchecked, St. Louis
"The popular conviction that the aims of
2
0
.667
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Because the New Mexican has been
Keeping
advertising.
the disease will eventually result in New York
Scenic Highway out of this city, work mind the
1
1
.500
of
in
psychology
advocating publicity
advertising an appalling increase of blindness in
public, affairs, on which is to he started at once,
1
1
.500
and the following announcement of
Philadelphia
a wider participation of the people
communities where it prevails and as Cleveland
should go straight north through the
1
2
.333
Bureau
the
of Immigration is very
in civic matters, and the adoption of
it seems now, no place in New Mexico Boston
center of the valley is based on com2
0
.000
significant:
ideas by Republicans, mon sense. What
progressive
is quite exem'pt from its ravages
Albuquerque wants
0
.000
therefore, it is called unorthodox.
"It is interesting to note the re- while several places are veritable Chicago
first of all is a highway which will
To be orthodox is to be
make accessible the marvelouslv f3r-- vival in the Bureau of Immigra- hot beds of contagion.
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
in tile lands of the broad valley of the tion's inquiry
vative, to. fight every change
correspondence which
and
orthoideals.
But
thought, ideas,
Thank God that the majority of the
Rj0 Grande north of this city. At has followed immediately upon the asNational League.
on the present it is an all day job for a farm-par- t sembling of the extra session of Con- American people are still sentimental;
doxy presumes infallibility
Philadelphia at Boston.
of some one, infallibility in de- - er who lives
,
and
that
announcement
of
the
of
gross-nessthe
the
to
a
gress
miles
out
despite
prevalence
eight
get
Pittsburg at Cincinnati.
ciding political, religious, business, or load of stuff to the city and go home probable admission of New Mexico to
materialism, the strife and deBrooklyn at New York.
any other questions that may come again. The present road in places the Union during the extra session. sire for sordid things, there remains
St. Louis at Chicago.
up, and departure from which may be is almost impassable.
It hardly
Immediately after the last session of a love for the beautiful, the tender.
American League.
as heterodoxy.
its the name of road save through Congress when the Senate failed to the sood; that the words "Mother,'
a
to
With all respect
mistaken sense of politeness. The approve the New Mexico constitution "Father," "Sister," "Brother," "Yife,'!
the speaker first
Chicago at Detroit.
mentioned, this old world is getting wain avenue of transportation for the there was an immediate and very no- "Husband," "Son" and "Daughter,'
Cleveland at St. Louis.
words that they
away from the idea that because a farmers must be in the valley where table decrease in our correspondence. good old Anglo-SaxoNew York at Philadelphia.
with
evin
similar
roots
live
are,
not
farmers
over
lne
on
almost
the
or
custom,
habit, or a policy had been
edge The probability of immediate admisBoston at Washington,
ery language, continue to inspire the
accepted by the fathers and grand of the san(i hi"s' out of tne irrigable sion has started the correspondence
fathers, therefore it is heresy, or at area, two or three or tour miles east on the upward grade again.
This holiest, noblest feelings in every one
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
least heterodoxy, to depart, from it; of large tracts of the land which will is interesting as indicating the effect who has not lost all sense of decency
and
The
self
when
more
of
come
in.
farmers
develop
respect.
proclamation
that to leave the buttons from one's
of statehood upon the desirability of
National League.
Governor Mills for the observance of
A road in the sand hills would be litsleeves is to be unorthodox.
New Mexico as a place for home and
Brooklyn
15; Boston 2.
Mothers'
more
on
another page, will
convenient than a road on investment and as
Day,
Even old Santa Fe, a veritable cita- tle
to what
St.
Louis
pointing
2; Chicago 1.
strike a sympathetic chord in every
the mesa where it would be twice as we
del of conservatism
and orthodoxy
may reasonably expect in the way New Mexican.
As
to
build
much
we
and
as
where
roads
easy
may
already of development and increased popula-;in everything, is beginning to wander
American League.
differ in
in politics, in busiexist.
The territorial engineer's ofafter strange gods. It is no longer or- fice
when statehood is an accomplish- ness, in religion,
Detroit
C; Chicago 0.
should
see
we
and probably does se'j
all are
everything else,
thodox to collect poll taxes only from
Cleveland 7; St. Louis 5.
one in venerating "Mother."
this
the paramour' need ed fact."
time
that
by
those who are "easy;" it is no longer
here is not a road for
traffic
orthodox to spend road funds each to Santa Fe silnno hut through
Coast League.
LEASED WIRE SERVICE.
o rnotl n.v.Ti
As it takes several years to amend
At Los Angeles:
year h, scraping the dirt from the gutVernon 2; San
The leased wire circuit of the As- the
Constitution
of
United
the
develop the agricflltural resources
ters into the middle of the streets; t of this vallev.
will go into service States, the senatorial
tnrm mh Hrivo frm sociated Press
in Francisco 3.
aspirants
is no longer orthodox to conduct the here to Alameda and not be
At Sacramento: Los Angeles
impressed next week for the afternoon papers of New Mexico will not need to fear
public schools along century old ruts; witn the tremendous fnrmiTiB- nnsii- - the West, and will extend from Chey- that the direct vote for Senators will Sacramento 4.
it is no longer orthodox to pile up all bilities 'of the valley. It can sup- - enne, Wyoming, to El Paso, Texas, be in vogue in
At San Francisco:
Portland 6;
(lie new state when
the tntii, manure heaps and disease norr thousands nf nrnenornno fa im. to Roswell and to Amarillo. A do"en the first state
meets.
But Oakland 4.
legislature
germs in back yards or carting theja'ers in a space of ten miles. A good newspapers will receive over it the after that, it seems
quite certain,
into the streets; it is no longer orVflo- - highway will result not only in the complete Associated Press
College Baseball.
report at that the direct vote for Senators will
dox to build only of adobe; in fact, in sale and development of farms but in the same time.
At Charlottesville, Va.: Princeton
The wire used is have to go direri to the people for
a thousand and one things, heresy is the building of country residences for one of the new
copper circuits re- their commissions and the New Mexi- 3; University of Virginia 1.
At Nashville: Vanderbilt-Michiga- n
aDroaa even in santa
and the day tne wealtny class of people which Al- cently built by the Colorado Telephone can is quite free to say that the
ls almost here wheii it will be no buquerque now seeks as residents,
game
and
one
marpostponed; wet grounds.
of the
Company,
political methods which will capture
through
"If the building of the road through vels of a Twentieth Century inven- the prizes from the first
American Association.
longer considered .o'rthodox to keep
legislature
the public in the dark about city fin- - tne valley costs more than is now tion will convey telephone messages at will not avail when the people will
At Toledo: Minneapolis 4; Toleances or to jnin the city government available it should nevertheless be the same time that it carries the press have the say-sdo 2.
directly.
At Indianapolis: Milwalkee 4; Inas if it existed merely for the sake of miiIt through the valley as far as dispatches.
The wire will be commoney goes. Surely, Bernalillo coun- pletely at the service of the
a few politicians.
While rain and snow are always dianapolis 0.
newspa
Louisville-Kansas
At Louisville
OtWr towns are getting away from ty does not exnect that the present pers which will not only receive over welcome in New Mexico, yet, there
generous appropriation of $6,000 will it the Associated Press news service, are many who are pleased that the U. City, no game; wet grounds.
the ' orthodox" ideas.
be a" that U win h:ive to snend on the
At St. Paul:
St.
Says the Democratic
St Loui3 this
greatest in the world, but will ex S. Weather Bureau, in its prediction
roadWhatever amount of change over it the
Times for instance:
important
happen- yesterday for rain and snow for last game postponed; rain.
money is at present available should
in towns including night and today, missed it and that
ings of the
where the people want n Raton, Las day
Louis are having trouble with them- - be
BLANKS
Santa Fe, Albu- today was so fair a day with the promVegas,
iand where tne valley needs it. It querque, El Paso and
..Pi- nnrt wtfi,
Roswell, thus ise that tomorrow, Easter, will be
to
talk
economy
of a
misif a road
word orthodoxy.! of
Printed and foi sale by New Mexl
enabling the afternoon newspapers equally as fair.
where it not
building
can Printing Company, Santa Fe, N,
The Men and Religion Forward woud
only to give a press service equal
not djrectl
to that of New York, Chicago
Movement has reached this city, and
It was quite an advertisement yes- Mex.
and
because thig m,
be ch
its purposes have been explained as business scnse demands
Denver
Butchers' Bond,
papers, but also to cover the terday for the old town to have it
the high- that
(Sheriffs' M:
seeking to make religion something way De built in the center of the val- - new state in a very satisfactory man- telegraphed all over the country that
Report of Li
more of a basis for all conduct, and ey at least until
sh
This improvement means an Santa Fe had decided to establish a censes.
it encounters the ner.
New Mexic.
somewhat less of a ceremonial. Which swamps and the river
of something like $2,000 a year manual training school.
e Court Reports,
beyond Alame- - outlay
Nos. 1 and 2,
has a very
..aar, 6.56 a vol
assuredly,
promising da. If there is any doubt about the by each of "the papers receiving the
soundume; 3 to 12 inclusive. $3.30 each;
present appropriation being sufficient service, hut it is believed that the
"But we find dissension
y one" Digest of New Mexico Re
over the to cover the entire cost to Sandoval advertisers and the readers will apports, full sheet, $6.60. Postage 25c
matter, because one eminent minis- - county, let the worst pieces of road bo preciate the fact that it is the aim
Retail Llauor License. 60 in Book,
ter has expressed his doubts as to the completed first. There is no
of every livo newspaper to keep ahead
WOOL MARKET.
of other
St. Louis, Mo., April 15. Wool un- $3.00.
ministers who ing the unanimity of public opinio;1 nf i'r.c rrov.'th of its community and
General License, 50 In Book, $3.00.
have expressed an interest in thejabout the route of the road and the to Eti the pace that marks real
s
changed; territory and western mediums 15017; fine mediums 1315; Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
movement.
and brings substantial
county commissioners fully represent
25c each.
fine 11 12.
"All the world understands that t' e desire of the people of the county
Notification ox Change la Assess
an organization is to be maintained in standing pat on the 'straight north'
LIVESTOCK.
as a distinct movement, it must have route-NOT YET EUT SOON.
Kansas City, April 15. Cattle Re- ment by Assessor, 100 In Book. $3.75.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
a constitution and
Champ Clark continues to talk like ceipts 500. Market steady. Native
little dif- a statesman and act like a dema- steers $5.40 650;
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fcient from those of ohet organiza- southern steers 100 in Book. 75a
County Superintendent's Warrant,
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Taft
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a
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thought.
to choice heavy
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all
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plant,
now using
are
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$4.756.15; western $4.75
other voices, is not that denying the on the President and asked if he road line.
Portales it not an old 6.15.
Paxtine Toilet Antiseptic
would object to legislation so amend- community like Santa
supreme value of orthodoxy?
Fe; it has no
The new toilet germicide powder to be
"Perhaps we have yet to learn that ing the statehood act as to relieve vested wealth, no rich men.
dissolved in water as needed.
The
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
as no two stars have just the same him of all necessity of approving Ariz- surrounding country is no better and
For all toilet and hygienic uf;s it is
Connections made, with Automobile
better and more economical.
Mr. Taft told no worse, but ten" years ago looked
density or dimensions, and no two ona's constitution.
roses have quite the same outline and them that inasmuch as Congress ha! far more dreary than any of the pub- line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily. To cleanse and whiten the
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rosteeth, remove tartar and
rule for unfolding, so no two individ- enacted the legislation it would be lic land tributary to Santa Fe.
It
prevent decay.
uals with an eagerness to grow can well within its rights to amend it, but has filled up with homesteaders, men well at 8:30 a. to. and arrives at Ros- To disinfect the mouth, dewell
at
3:30
m.
Automobile
p.
leaves
he
as
a
counter propositi m of small means who came to New
suggested
have quite the same creed for their
stroy disease germs, and
a plan, which,
The
in his estimation, Mexico, not with a fortune, but with Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
purify the breath.
guidance."
fare
To
between
F
Santa
and Torrance
should command generous support in the determination !to make one
keep artificial teeth and
by
is
bridge work clean, odorless
$5.80 and between Torrance and
both
houses
of
hard work and unlimited'
Congress.
ALBUQUERQUE SHOULD DECIDE.
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- To remove nicotine from the teeth and
"This suggestion was that Congress What Portales has done and patience.
The majority of the people of AV
is doing mobile by wire. J. W.
purify the breath after smoking'.
Stockard.
To eradicate perspiration and body
buquerque seem to know what route should adopt a resolution approving
possible to every section of New
odors by sponge bathing.
they want El Camino del Real north the constitution in all- respects save Mexico and especially to old establish
Good results always tollow J.be use The best antiseptic wash known.
of the Duke City to take,, at least, that of the recall as applied to the ed; communities like Santa Fe.
The of Foley Kidney Pills.
They give Relieves and strengthens tired, Weak,
one would judge thus in scanning the Judiciary and should provide that this day will come when farms will not
prompt relief in all cases of kidney inflamedeyes. Heals sorethroat, wounds
columns of its newspapers.
Bernalillo feature be again submitted
to the only occupy a small portion of the! and bladder disorders.
and cuts. 25 and 50 cts. a box, druggists
Trv them. Sold or
county will pay the greater part of people of Arizona. He expressed the river valleys but wilj stretch in one
by mail postpaid. Sample Free
all
by
druggists.
THE PAXTON TOILET
j

J. PALEN, President,
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tax-lan- d

Transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms s
are given by any money transmiting agency public ot private.
Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six mouths' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes ail orders of its patrons in the banking line, and aims
to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respects, as la
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public is
respectfully solicited.
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HANDSOME ROOMS
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ROOM-Go- od
Service.

EUROPEAN PLAN

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY.

Santa Fe, N. M

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished.
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i
phone.
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Capital Hotel
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ORDER

RESTAURANTS IN THE CITY
TABLE SERVICE GOOD
LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND OOLD BATHS.
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Every Room
RATES 60o t
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
a Good One.
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SOFT DRINKS
The fcOowiag are suggested to

Telephone Red 35 and have

your orders delivered.

ite thirsty as sometttnj

coel and

ii2ur.

GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON
SODA, .WON BREW
ROOT BEES, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO
COLA,
:: w

::

Genuine Aztec Spring .Mineral Water.
All

draks

made from
luicicii water

SANU

FE BOTTLING

HENRY

WORKS

KKCI,
FfftoneiAf.

1-- 2
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Santa Fe Plumbing House
Corner Water

&

Galisteo Sts.
-

Phone Black 109.

2

Plumbing, Heating
and Repairing
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1-- 2
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Instead of Liquid

Antiseptics Peroxide

Wells

CO.,Bo,Mam,

& Co.

Express

General Express Forwarders
TO

All Parts of The World

'

V

Farp

SriV

MOflPV and Inconven,ence by Purchasing Wells
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Fargo Domestic Money Oraers, Travelers'

Checks and Foreign Money Orders

U. S., Canada, Mexico
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jYour Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGKLIN,

ing a series of descriptive articles in
the near future, setting forth the adSOCIAL HUD PERSONAL
vantages of this sect inn as a pleasure
EASTER WEEK
resort for Americans who love the
'picturesque in nature and at the
The Easter Parade.
same time stand in need of a perfect
of
An echoing drift
organ rolls
climate. She will also devote consid- Received another filling
Through gothic churehly arches
ierable attention to the subject of forin
line of Hats trimmed
Where saints in marble aureoles
estry and road building in the tern-- j
::
and untrimmed ::
Smile as the column marches.
tories.
articles
will
in
These
apjiear
i
o!
more
some one or
the leading perchancel iodicals of the country, and will doubt-Jes- s
Fresh from the flower-hunrail
be of immense advertising value
Come scents of Springtime's green- to all of the southwestern section of
A.
ing,
the country." Albuquerque
Herald.
Gathered in valley and in dale
J
Henry Swain has bought the inter-- :
To whisper April's meaning.
lest of If. P. Bardshar in the Santa;
Clara drug store. Captain liardsbar and entering the first room to the
Across the sky the steeples chime
bought a half Intetvsr in the store left one finds a small room for writ-A message of rejoicing,
about six months ago. and Mrs. Bard-- , ing letters. There is a nice little
of
Kustertime,
Sounding the chimes
has been in th store since that hogany desk fitted up with the
Our heart's new gladness voicing.
She is very popular here, and; ta Fe Club stationary. A telephone is
her many friends r.'irret to see her! in this room and several leather back
KIPPENDORF-DITTMMAFAMOUS MAKE
Blossom ye flowers chime on ye leave. The Bardshars will return to chairs are also there.
bells,
Santa t'e to live. Captain liardsbar!
t
in Wag- says he has not lost
Sing out your chant, of glory,
on Mound.
Till every pink and pansy tells
He believes that it is ai The buffet, where attention is given
Once more the sweet old story.
good town, well wonh watching. Forit,,e 'hirst, on those dusty days which
sometimes arrive in Santa Fe, is the
a while he had hopi s of putting in
water system here, and bile the deal next room. The buffet is thoroughly
Daisies and daffodils devout,
and spacious.
It is filled
Ull through, he hepi
to revive it
Gather your fragrance nearer,
before lonir. The v. atwould com'.' with good things to eat and drink.
Leave not a bird or bluebell out
'from above the McKi ir place, and The room is fitted up with Mission
That makes the music clearer.
would necessitate a dam that would furniture.
cost in the neighbori'cod of $?."). tit it t o
And down the stately Avenue
Card Room...
build. It would fcy v,. been a grand
sons and daughters;
The next rooms are card rooms
In proud re- tiling for the town, had the dval gone! and card tables, with
Forward our souls.
reversible tops,
jtl rough. Wagon Mound Pantagraph. an- in nit- view
icuier oi me rooms, one
room is fitted up in mahogany
We walk beside still waters!
and
Easter Sale.
Kate Masterson in April Columbian.
the other in Mission style. The seats
The most successful
Faster sale are
very comfortable and adapted to
under the auspices of the
Jose D. Montoya o Chamita is at ever held
lengthy games, in case such are de-- ;
Aid
Woman's
of
the
First sired.
Society
ths Coronado hotel.
Church was that of
&
H. A. Russell, a saksman from Chi Presbyterian
In the rear of the club bouse is a
Tuesday in Library Hall, where the
cago, is at the Palace.
kitchen with a large range which can
THESE SHOES ARE NOTED FOR THEIR WEARING QUALITIES AND
W. C. Strickland, a paper salesman neat sum of $170 was realized for the
repairing of the manse. The sale in be put to good service. Immense cup- from St. Louis, is at the Palace.
uoarus
LASTING
BEAUTY
large quantities of
S. P. Jones, a hardware salesman eluded all kinds Of fancy work and
slass
war!
little
"ichiding
decanters.
attended
was
it
is
at
the
Following
largely
Palace,
from Kansas City,
" Acn arucle 's a neat monogram
H. W. Koeneke, a meat salesman was a caffeteria supper. It was much
or S. t C.
from Wichita, Kas., is calling on the enjoyed.
The club has many members in the
Mrs. C. L. Bishop is president of
trade.
St. the society, and the other ladies who city and quite a number from out of
L. G. Shanklin, the well known
Louis salesman, is in the city. He is helped make the sale a success were town. It will doubtless prov; a perMrs. Xuding, in charge of the fancy manent as well as desirable instituat the Montezuma.
tion for the capital city.
W. L. Trimble and Jacob Korber, WOrk
Mrs. Corrick, of the apron
of Albuquerque, are at;De; Miss Rolls of the candy booth;
the Montezuma.
Mrs. Frank Andrews of the supper; SANTA FE MAKES
I. H. Rapp, the well known archiIMPROVEMENTS AT CARLSBAD.
and Mrs. McBride presiding at the
tect, will leave tomorrow night for children's booth.
Roswell on business matters.
Carlsbad, N. M April 15, 1911.
Miss Mae Turner and J. T. Turner,
Santa Fe Club.
Kxtensivc improvements are being
are sightseers from Atlanta, Ga., regThe Santa Fe Club on Lincoln av- made around the railroad station and
istered at the Montezuma hotel.
enue
and opposite the Elks Theater, yards. Over ;wo feet of concrete will
The Saturday Card Club is meeting
to the plaza and the business be put down around the depot, the
A
this afternoon at the home of Mrs. close
town and yet in a quiet spot, material being already here. A Fairof
part
Arthur Seligman on East Palace ave
affords much enjoyment to its mem- - banks coal chute of the latest, imnue,
proved model and of large capacity
Mr. and Mrs. D. T. MeCrimmon of
is to be installed.
The new steel
is
house
club
fitted
The
practically
of:
are
the
guests
Diego, Calif.,
PURE COD FISH,
SHREDDED COD FISH IN TINS,
across
the
Pecos
bridge
River is
of
a
are
now,
of
although
"P
rugs
couple
C.
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart
MeCrimmon
about
now
and
is
use.
in
completed
SMOKED
a
SMOKED
but
to
at
WHITE FISH.
casual
HALIBUT,
glance
arrive,
this city.
The superintendent of K. R Y. of N.
The Royal Neighbors and Modern the well furnished rooms proves
SARDINES-DOMESAND
IMPORTED.
M., J. E. McMahon is here now on a
will give a box social and fying.
careful
of
deto
the
road
inspection
Dr.
The
house
formerly occupied by
entertainment at the Elks Hall Tuesthat the
David Knapp as a residence has the termine on improvements
day evening, April IS, at 8 o'clock.
Joe
IMPORTED SWISS,
Tickets now are being sold for the appearance of a club house. It is increased business may require.
BRICK,
ROQUEFORT,
great dance to be given at the Palace! built of stone and looks massive; the Klassncr, superintendent of bridges
NEW YORK CREAM.
and
and
Willard
O.
s
buiklings
in
Keen,
front suggests plen-ihotel April 27 for the paving fund. It wide veranda
the roadmaster and their assistants
under the auspices of the Woman's: ty of room' for lounging in
of Trade.
chairs and the windows are large and are in the party. Many new bridges
have been built the past few months
Rev. I. L. Tyler, wife and children, also look "club like."
Food
The
for
to replace
and Miss Mcllveney of the Maryi
The interior of the house, too, is and it is the intention
James Mission school are guests at!well suited to its present purpose. To every culvert with heavier material.;
the house of the Ten Alders on the the right of the hall one finds a spa- The inspecting party leaves for the
Rito de los Frijoles in the Cliff dwell- cious reading and lounging room. A Xorth tomorrow.
ing region, twenty miles west of San- large mahogany table and "comfy"
If you want anything on eartn try
ta Fe.
leather chairs around it, extend a perDr. Ellsworth Huntington, the noted
,)etual invitation t0 make onSolf at a New Mexican Want Ad.
climatic expert from Yale and K. M.jhome
There ,g a ;ath;r gofa for
Chapman of the School of American (h
an(J
indo,
and
the
green
paper
carpet, as well as
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
Rito de los Frijoles canon where they
the imitation frescoes done cleverly
.
restful
are
to
At
in
the
eye.
paper,
will continue his journey through the!
night the room is well lighted from I "QUALITY & PURITY" ;
AND
southwest studying climates.
Mrs. C. W. Dudrow has returned chandeliers and at the same time not
from Denver and her sister, Mrs. F. so dazzling a3 to pain the tired eye.
Cafe.
Starbird, will visit her next week.
In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized.
Also for your
Passing on to the next room, which
Mr. Starbird, her brother-in-law- ,
will
we
Waists
and
have
one
Gowns,
finds
a
well
adjoins,
of
appointed
arrive here as soon as he disposes
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
his business and will look after the "cafe." Here are tables of solid wood
.
business formerly owned by C. W. an(l green hooded lights to show what
EVERYTHING
We
have
our
launched
Dudrow and which has been left to is on them. A gorgeous green curtain
You
Could
business
Possible Desire. See Our Stock.
upon the strong
screens this room from the lounging
Mrs. Dudrow.
wings of "Quality &
L. Bradford Prince ar-- j room. In the cafe is an attractive sidePurity" And by :: ::
rived this noon from a trip to New board and an open fire place. It is
York and other eastern points.
He a room to spend a pleasant half hour
ALWAYS RELIABLE DRUGS
spent the present week at Denver on 'over that businessman's
luncheon
irrigation matters. Mrs. Prince re-- , which the club holies to serve later
mained east to attend the annual con-l0and never ending fidelivention of the Daughters of the Amer
ty to "Quality & Purity"
Writing Room.
ican Revolution at Washington, D. C,
we expect to build to
one's steps to the hall
Retracing
next week.
the
top and gain popuMrs. Ella Powell, who has so effas the integrity of
larity
He is known and sold the ;;;
Come down and look at him in our window.
iciently filled the position of bookkeepour purpose justifies ::
er for the New Mexican Printing Co.
A new line medium price
world over for $2.50.
for the past year and a quarter, ex- CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
nnct; rnvcTit ri;r r.i tec
pects to leave very soon for a trip
to Toledo, Cleveland, and Korwalk,
';
Champagne, Wine & Water Glasses Water Pitchers etc.
SIGN WRITING
Ohio. Mrs. Powell expects to return
San Francisco
i a very few weeks to permanently
K Reliable Jeweler
First Class Work Guaranteed
Street
reside in Santa Fe, where she has
made many friends.
.
Judge and Mrs. A. J. Abbott are in
he city from the Rito de los Frii
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
DRUGGISTS
joles, the guests of District Attorney
i
309 San Francisco
and ,Mjrs. E. C. Abbott on Cerrillos
161
Red
Side
West
Plaza
Phone
Street
Road. Mrs. A. J. Abbott has just
4
received the sad news of the death
of her sister, Mrs. John Poison at
WE ARE NOW READY TO
Prairie View, Arkansas. Mrs. Poison's
clothes caught fire while burning rubbish and she received fatal Injuries
that resulted in her death in a few
hours. Judge and Mrs. Abbott will
FOR THEM
INTRODUCTORY PRICES-AS- K
return to the Rito overland on MonEaster Lilies, Azaleas, Spiraeas, Hyacinths, Tulips, Pelargoniums, Ferns.
day.
EASTER CARDS AND NOVELTIES
.
CUT
"Agne3S C. Laut, well known as a
contributor to some of the most
Rises, Carnations, Hyacinths, Pansies, Violets.
S
prominent magazines In America, arrived in Albuquerque yesterday. Miss
THE CLARENDON GARDEN R'y-ackiLaut is traveling through New Mexico and Arizona with a view to writ- j
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Is NOT Doing. ACT AT ONCE and take
Insurance in the BEST Fire, Life or Accident Insurance Companies
or have your Bond furnished by the BEST Bonding Company; it costs
no more to get protection in the BEST Companies and you are
' '
SURE you get value received.
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C. WATSON & CO.

Agents, 15 Leading Fire Insurance Companies; District Managers, Mutual Life
Insurance Co., New York; General Agents, United States Fidelity & Guaranty Co.
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home is not completely, furnished unless the hall has an
inviting appearance. Make your 'husband give you a hall
tree for Easter and gef ft Irbrn
A

.

AKERS- - WAGNER FURNITURE CO.
EXPERT. EMBALMERS

&

H. S.

Fire Loss for Week $2,494,000.00
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Insurance Agency.

Room No. 8, Capital City Bank Building
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FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For Hire at
Pnnnlar Dpao
KORRICK'S

HACK

Buggies and
Saddle Horses
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THEODORE CORRICK,
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SOLE AGENTS
FOR

SERVICE
WIRE

Water Heaters and Percolaters
i

Have You Seen BIG BEN?

H. C. YONTZ,

Frame Your Pictures
Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
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Electric Irons That Stay Ho
Electric Toasters
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FLOWERS

I
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& CO.

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.
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We Sell INSURANCE THAT INSURES.
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

City Eggs 30c a Doz.
Best
the Best Eaters.
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'
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'

easy-Boar-

Santa Fe Water and Light Company!
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jOounects at Colfax with K. P. A S. VV. Ry. train both North and Soutb.3
S3tai?? for Van Houten N, M, moots trains at Proston
Stane leaves Uto l'ark. M. M.. for rthzuljothtowu, M M . at 9:00 a. m, dally except
undsys, Fare fa oo one way $3.50 round trip: fifty pound baggage carried free.
O. A S. train leave
Mi:lnes. N, M- for tho south at 11:11 p. in. arrives rrom the

orth at
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4:38 a. m,

G. DEDMAN,

M

VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,

Superintendent.
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RESURRECTION

OF

OUR

LORD.
"""-"-

Easter Sunday.
(From "The Light of the World," by
Sir Edwin Arnold : continued from
yesterday's "NEW MEXICAN").
"It. was our Sabbath-eve- .
liy set of

j

W

gain-

ed
The grace to lay the Lord in his sepulchre
,
where no man ever yet
was laid,
Shut, in a garden.
And did bring

Fresh-hewn-

Him'

WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,

'Discouraged

j

sun

Arimathean Joseph craved, and

.ir

j

The expression occurs so many times in letters from
And there
sick women, " I was completely discouraged.
is always good reason b.r the discouragement. Years of
Doctor aft;r doctor tried in vain.
pain and suffering.
Medicines doing no lasting good. It is no wonder that
the woman feels discouraged.
Thousands of these weak and sick women have found
health and courage regained as the result of the use of

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

It establishes regularity, heals inflammation and ulcers,
tion, and cures weakness.
IT MUXES WEHC WOMEX STROXG
71ND SICK WOMEX WELL.
Refuse substitutes offered by unscrupulous druggists
for this reliable remedy,
Sick women are invited to consult by letter, free. AU correspondence
strictly private and sacredly confidential. Write without fear and without
fee to World's Dispensary, R- V. Pierce, M. D., Pres't, Buffalo, N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and invigorate stomach, liver and
bowels. Sugar coated, tiny granules, easy to take as candy

there

Tenderly taken from the bloody Cross
Wrapiied in fine sindon, and strewn
round about
With myrrh and aloes as much spice
As would a King's grave sweeten.
And they set
A great stone to the entrance of the
Tomb.
And I with one more watched them
set the stone,
MUST LODGES PAY
nut migiu not come at mm, 10 mane Tell hence,
me where thou hast laid Him.
TAXES ON BUILDINGS?
Him fair
Then will I
Because a guard of soldiers kept the
Bear Him away." "What answer came
place;
to frequent saloons, either on or off
Masons, Odd Fellows and Elks at Alto that?"
was
Also
So
it
the
Sabbath.
buquerque Insist That They Are
night
races or other
j duty, or attend the
the Magi
Benevolent Organizations.
W. C. T. II. MOTES,
deep
breath,
Fetching
passed;
gambling places, rooms or resorts, And all that next
asked.
slow day; and night
they are exercising a right which can
Albuquerque, X. m!, April 15. Yesagain.
"Ah, Friend! such answer that my
not be denied them, but they can not Then while the first day of the week
Are You Enforcing Law?
sadness turned
terday
sitting in chambers Judge Ira
was dark
Any law is a dead letter unless it remain in the employ of the company.
as
as grey is gold A. Abbott of the second territorial disGladness,
suddenly
be enforced, and no law can enforce
Alone I wended to His sepulchre,
ROBERT MiCULLOITGH,
When the Sun springs in glory, such trict court overruled the demurrer in
itself any more than it can make itGeneral Manager. Bearing fair water, and the frankin
a word
the case of the Territory of New
self. The voter who goes to the polls
cense,
The Devil's Dope.
Mexico vs. the Delinquent Tax List.
As
made
itself
my
will
men
mourning
laugh
who
to
elect
place
and helps
And linens, that my Lords sweet body
The lodges of Masons, Elks and Odd
in
to
the
"Wrong
masquerades
does
always
books
naught
good laws on the statute
sleep
Fellows some time since answered to
well, but his obligation does not cease garb of Right Haven't you noticed Well in the rock. And while my woe Like a cloud melting in the Blue."
t
the suit of the territory for the
here. When the law is passed the that? The devil never does business
I
B'or
while
there
at
His
lay
sobbing
ful feet
taxes for 1905 and set up that
no
of
is
It
is
work
only begun.
feet
good
in his own name. He does his mis- Passed through the gate, and up the
as they were institutions conducted
value until enforced. The brewers
The word He spake "My Lord! my for benevolent
ascent
paved
and charitable purchief
and
battles
in
his
always
fights
monthemselves are spending lots of
King, my Christ
the name of good. You never heard The morning brightening over Moab's
poses they were exempted under the
ey to show that the local option laws
Was my name
statutes. The territory demurred to
peaks,
are not enforced; in other words, they any fellow' advocating wrong in the Touched
the great Temple's
name of wrong, did you? You never
dome
MARY'
the
answer some time back but in the
the
that
fact
are advertising
they
with crimson fires,
"If 1 say the Dead crder handed down yesterday the
themselves are law breakers or in heard a fellow saying: "This thing
is bad, awfully bad. and that's why And, from the thorn-trees- ,
brake the Catch tones of some such
They do
melting court overruled the demurrer. It is
league with law breakers.
waking-songunderstood, however, that the overthis to show that the law is ineffec- I'm for it." Oh, no, he always puts
tenderness
some sort of ple;i with a pretenss 0! little birds; and every
tive, and so bring it into disrepute and up
When first their lovers in the new ruling of the demurrer of the terriof good in it. Take the saloon chamtop
tory in the case does not go into the
secure its repeal.
life flock
pion, for instance, He is always "a Was full of doves that, cooed, as know
merits of the claim by the lodges
Now temperance people have just as
And greet and kiss them telling them that
man, myself."
"Oh, of
temperance
not
they are benevolent and chariting
and
the
much money as
brewers,
sweet things
course," he will say. "I take a drink How Love was dead, and Life's dear
able institutions and conducted for
more. The brewers spend their moncrowned
Love
Of bliss beyond, and
tnosc purposes solely.
when the fact is he
glory gone,
ey to protect their business. Citizens occasionally,"
Conqueror;
who believe in law and order, who drinks like a fish. And then he will And World's hope laid in the Tomb
If I should speak of children, dream
with Him;
have boys to save and homes to pro- go on to tell how prohibition multihow
and
much
I
now
Which
plies
ing ill,
good
in
perjurers,
hol
the
that
spied,
tect can afford to spend some money
can be done with the license money,
And then grown 'ware it is the dear
low in the rock
for such protection.
and how there is so much more liquor Cnder the camphire leaves.
safe breast
Yet, no
Drink never gave any man an in- sold in
towns than in i
Of their fond Mother which they fret
prohibition
were
there
guards
spiration for a righteous act.
cense towns, anyhow, that in the in-- i To
upon
help me roll the stone! nay, no
In Legislative Halls.
terest of temperance he is in favor
All must fall short! No language had I
stone!
Reports from the legislatures of the of well regulated saloons. That's the If stood
then,
apart, leaving the door
several states now in session indi tale I hear in hotels and in depots
And through the door, as 1 might No language have I now! only I turnBEAVERS'
cate that the fight between the
CARNIVAL,
and on street corners everywhere. In
ed
dimly see,
forces and the liquor interest nine cases out of lea there isn't a
The scattered wrappings of the bur My quick glance upward; saw Him;
is perhaps more strenuous in most word of
sincerity in all this sort of
knew Him! sprang
cases than ever. Down in Alabama, talk, and if the fellow has as much
LORD! MY
where the liquor crowd was sure of brains as a katydid he knows there Pale gleams amidst the gloom. Not Crying: "RABBONI!
Elks' Meeting.
LORD! DEAR LORD!"
then,
anwaiting,
the
the
prohibition law,
repealing
isn t any trutn m ins lingo. It is
our
treasure
wicked
taken
won
out in the first the instinctive tribute which evil pays Deeming
forces
ly
battle, which was for the organization to good, wrong to right, falsehood to
of the house, and the liquorites are; truth
Tt is th
,,n nio I sped, and came to Peter, and to
.i,,0 th
1911
April 17th-22n- d,
now wondering what has happened. out to weaklings.
John;
It is the
spider
Palace.
The same thing occurred in Tennes - iand the flv storv in variations.':. W And cried: "Our Lord is stolen from
T. B. Catron, City; F. M. Hutzel, El
His grave
see, in spite of tha terrific opposition Hoch.
of the liquor forces backed by
And none to tell where He is borne Paso; W. C. Strickland, St. Louis; H.
Round trip rate from Santa Fe
r
A. Russell, Chicago;
Patterson and his
J. E. Brown,
poA Protest.
away ! "
of
litical henchmen. Down in Texas,
Wichita;
April
The local Cariienters and Joiners Thereat, they ran together, came, and Pecos; H. W. Koeneke,
both houses of the legislature were or- union has
S. P. Jones,
Charles
A.
City;
Carruth,
saw;
passed resolutions protestto
ganized by ihe forces favorable
the employment of convict And entered in; and found the linen- Kansas City; Lewis Hess, Denver.
ing
Return Limit April 23rd, 1911
statewide prohibition; while out. in laboragainst
cloths
on the streets of this city. The
Illinois, perhaps in one of the most resolutions are as follows:
Montezuma.
the rock-beempty; and
Scattered;
memorable house organization fights
E. Meyers, W. L. Trimble, Jake Kor-beamazed,
Whereas, the labor unions of the
known in that state, the
to
the
H. W. Koeneke,
went.
house
Back
But
Albuquerque;
they
United
SCOTTISH RITES
States
have been endeavoring
forces whipped the liquor crowd to a
L.
G.
I
St. Louis; J.
drew
Shanklin,
Wichita;
nigh
to better the working conditions of
standstill.
C. Nelson, S. E. Leonard, Bell Louis
A second time, alone;
the workers in general and,
REUNION.
Special efforts are being made by
now.
George
Brooks, E. E. McClintock,
the national liquor organizations to
Whereas, the City of Santa Fe has
Rayburn Allen, Jessica Bryan
Weeping hard
SANTA
N. M.
repeal some provisions of the local op- seen fit to employ convict labor on My left hand on the stone I laid,
Denver; B. B. Burr, Los Antion laws in Ohio and Indiana.
the paving of the streets of the city,
18th,
17th,
April
19th,
and shut
geles, Calif.; J. T. Turner, Miss Mae
One and one third fare from all
Taking the country at large, the notwithstanding that there are many The eager sunshine off with my right Turner, Atlanta; W. L. Gilmore, Denwho
laborers
are
good citizens and
prospects for advanced temperance
ver; F. A. Mannheim, Newark, N. J.;
points in New Mexico to Santa Fe
hand,
legislation are by far more favorable need this work to support their fami- Kneeling,, and
and return.
Dates of sale, April
in the Sepul- R. S. Durrell, Philadelphia; F. W.
looking
than the prospects for the repeal of lies, therefore be it,
16, 17 and 18.
chre.
Meyers, Gallup.
now
laws
on the statute
temperance
Resolved, by L. U. I., 223 of the U. P. was not dark within!
I deemed
Return limit, April 20th, 1911
books.
B. of C. & .1., That we protest
Coronado.
at first
against
this
work
done
Mon-toybeing
S. F. Roberts, City; Jose D.
Striking Object Lesson.
by the convicts A lamp burned there, such radiance
"Santa Fe AH The Way"
One of the striking object lessons and request the business men and the
H. E. Jones, Denver;
mild I saw
Chamita;
on the business side of sobriety comes city authorities of Santa Fe to put a
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
the hewn walls, and the Fred Ingle, City; E. Gelson, Albuquerfrom St. Louis. The street railway stop to it and give this work to the Lighting
linen bands;
que; R. Tenorio, City; R. L. Robertcompany of that city employs 4,000 laboring men who live here and sup
And, in one corner, folded by itself, son, Buckman.
conductors and motormen.
Each of port the city.
The Facecloth.
Coming closer, I
rse employes has received a letter
W. P. MORRISON,
espied
from the company which reads as folJOHN T. LIVINGOOD.
Two men who sat there, very watchflows;
J. B. PETTI JOHN,
ullyIf employes of this company choose
Committee.
One at the head, the other at the
foot
OI that stone marble where the Lord
Good results always follow ihe use
LETTER LfST.
had lain
of Foley Kidney Pills.
They give
have
prompt relief in ali cases of kidney
List of letters remaining uncalled Oh! I say, "Men" I should
known no men
and bladder disorders. Try them. Sold for in the
mmm
poston.ee at Santa Fe. N.
Had eyes like theirs, shapes so majes- by all druggists.
M., for week ending April
13, 1911.
AN
5
SAN FRANCISCO,
DIEGO,
tical.
a not called for within two weeks
to
LOS
J
tuned
as
such
music
the
ANGELES,
Tongues
OAKLAND,
they will be sent to the dead letter
tone
at
office
18,
4
19,
20,
18,
19,
Washington.
April,
20,
cniTnomi
April,
Wherewith they questioned me;
I LHJIILU
LUIIUIIIML
Mav. 12. I.V 14.
Mav. 12. 13. 14.
Armstrong A. J.
"Why weepest thou"?
4
St
mm
A-J S
Byanueba Ramona
"Ah Sirs!" I said; "my Lord is ta'en
Shade of Aristoteles!
Brito Doringita
away,
The Albuquerque Herald links golf
J
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
Belasques Filomena
Nor wot we whither!" and thereat my I
with a tomato canning
Basset Mrs. C. M.
industry.
tears
One way via Portland or Seatle, April, 18, 19, 20,
Business and pleasure would be as efCampbell Harriet
Blotted all seeing.
So I turned to
ficacious by linked as Plato's music
Espinosa Tomaso
May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, 31.
wipe
4
t
and gymnastics.
lock Island Trib- -'
Emerson J. B.
The hot drops off; and, look! Another
une.
Editor Daily Democrat
one
Gallegos Venees
behind me, and my foolish
Standing
It's Wide-ope1911
Hyde O. T.
eyes
It is whispered that the reason
Hardy G, L.
Hard gazing on Him, and not knoware
so
there
many attempted suicides
Harding Mr. J.
ing Him!
in Globe, Arizona, is owing
to the
Hendrickson Ruth
Indeed, I deemed thia was the Gardenfac that it. is a place that people can
Lusero Eatanilado
er
leave with such few regrets Hardly
Lucoro Mercedes
the Trees, and Tomb, so was
Colonist Tickets on Sale Until April 10, 191 1
Keeping
a week passes that some citizen or
Loewents Gustef
the
flesh;
Globe does not attempt to make a
Labadie F.
So living, natural,
and made like
forcible exit from that locality. El
Martinez Jose Maria
man;
Pdso Times.
For Particulars Call on, or Address,
Murrey Mrs. Agnes
Albeit, if I had marked if any ray
4
Quinby Frank
Of watchful hope had helped
Thoroughly Awake.
Pedro Jose
B. S.
such a look,
J
Agent.
The prevailing activity in public-roaPierce Margaret.
Such Presence, beautiful and pure;
construction in New Mexico indiSanta Fe, N. M.
Romero Tomasita
such light
cates that the people of that section
Riheria Feliciana
Of loveliest compassion in His face,
are thoroughly awake to the imporRoybal Delfina
Had told my beating heart and blindtance of good highways. And such
Roibal Ynisitas
ed eyes
procedure represents an investment
Roybal Martin
WHO this must be.
But I my brow
that never fails to pay good dividends.
Roibal Lucio
i' the dust
Good public roads, are not only a neRellez Fernando
Heard Him softly say:
"Wherefore
cessity, hut they are a continued joy
Rolt James
weepest thou?
to all who have occasion to use them.
Sancnes Mariano,
Carrying the U. S. mall and pai- 100 lbs.
Baggage allowance
to
Whom seekest thou?"
A
El Paso Times.
Sturgeon Wirt
gengers between Vaughn, N. M., and each regular ticket, excess baggage
I
Stark G.
Still at His feet, too
sorrowful to Roswel, N, M., connecting with the at. the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Swanike Abram
rise,
We are equipped to carry any kind
El Paso St bouthwestern and Rock IsSinder Ethal
"Sir," said I, "If thou hast borne Him land Railroads and the Atchison,
1b iuterebu!tl aud should know
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
nbout the woniloriui
Seagraves C. L. (2)
& Santa Fe Railroad.
rates are given for excurMARVELWhirlingSpray
Thomason Harley
AUS new v ncimti pyrinffv.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar Special
new 11 on conven
Urioste Beatrix
for
sions,
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rive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
ient. It Cleanses
HltANU.
v
Williams Bob
sinst&imv.
f'SrilewF Ask your llruaaUt for
For
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further
Roswell
a.
at
12:30
write the
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m..
if
ii
ar
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in
:ai.i.tAt
nrnnii;
Wheeler Thomas
Uold metallic
'llls In Hcd
rive in Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
If he cannot buothv the
Roswell
Auto
scaled with Blue Kilitwn.
N. M.
Co.,
neS
Roswell,
ftKi vfl Take no other. Htiv of venr
MARVEL, accept no
In calling for these letters pleasa
nther. but. Rentl RlftlnD for
uruvslnt. Ask fnrulll.cllKK.TrcK
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Every woman's heart thrills at the
cooing and prattling of a baby, and
motherhood is her highest and purest
joy. Yet the sulieiing incident to
this great consummation of her life's
desire, robs the anticipation of soma
of its sweetness. Most of this can
be avoided by the use of Mother's
Friend. This great remedy prepares the expectant mother's system for the coming event, and i:s use makes her comfortable during all tho term. Mother's
Friend assists nature in gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, it
strengthens the ligaments, keeps the breasts in good condition, and brings the
woman to the crisis in healthful physical condition. The regular use of;
Mother's Fri?M lossets the pain
when baby corrrs, and assurer a
quick and natural recovery for the
mother. For sale at drug stores.
Write for freo boci for expectant
mothers.
BEADFIELD
CO.,
.V.Ita, Ca.

Company

Railway

MCAN, SANTA

-

delin-ouen-

ASK FOR TICKETS

I

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Prnm Qnntfl

rc and all points ia

To El Paso, Bistoee, DougrUw
New Ma-Mexico
Pacific
ico, Arizona,
and to the
Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

s

palm-tree'-

THE
I

BEST
ROUTE

s

li--

!

For rates and full information address

anti-saloo-

EUGENE FOX,

& p- -

Q- -

Agent,

El Paso Texas.

t,

ALBUQUERQUE

Hotel Arrivals.

I SCOTTISH RITE
ill

Santa Fe,

$4.15

REUNION

Dates
sale
16th to 21st incl.

N. M.

-

d

r,

$

anti-saloo-

For the Above Occasion The

ft

Heart-broke-

ft

$

i Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
Has Published

rate

I
ft

of one fare for

round trip from Stations in South
ern Colorado and All Stations!'in

f

New Mexico.

31

TICKETS

ON SALE APRIL

15

14,

and

17
ft

RETURNGLIMIT APRIL 21.

before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Offce: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Chas. R. Easley

Chas. F. Easley,
Estancia,
Santa Fe,
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Attorneys-at-La-

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Mining

and Land

Taos,

'

PROBERT & COMPANY

Investments
Lards, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
and other Business
Opportunities
throughout Taos county.
Bank References Furnished
New Mexico.

Taos,
Law.
New Mexico.

C. W. G. WARD

Attorneys-at-La-

New Mexico.

Las Graces,

Day Phone Black 9.
Vifrht Phone, Main 134.

If you want anything on enrth-- a try
New Mexican Want Ad.

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and SuPrompt and careful
preme Courts.
attention giveu to all business.
New Mexico
Santa Fe.

ROUND-TRI- P
CONVENTION

HARRY D. MOULTON

CENTRAL

RAILROAD

To

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe, N.

FARES

VIA
NEW MEXICO

M.

Los Angeles, Cal.
Oakland, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.
ON

Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
PRICHARD
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
G. W.

Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to cases

$49.15
$50.90
$50.90

SALE

and 20,
Return Limit, June 30,
APRIL,

18,

1911
1911

particulars calf at
DEPOT or Gen'l Office

For full
UNION

19

CALIFORNIA

FE,

SUMMER

Excursions

f

meuro

l
-'

$68.35

DR. C. M. RILEY,

Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Graduate of McKillep's
Veterinary

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties College of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
Dentistry a Specialty
Office: Chas. Closson's Barn.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Practice in Ue Distri t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.

Pem-berto-

Return Limit, June 30th and July 31st,

$25.00

ONE WAY

Santa Fe All The Way

me'

LUTZ,

R0SWELL AUTO CO., R0SWELL, N. M.
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E. C. Burke, Postmaster.
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TEXAS WOMAN NEAR DEATH.
Wills Point. Tex. In a letter from
MINING
MINES
Wills Point, Mrs. Victoria Stallings
says; "i was afflicted with womanly troubles, had a dreadful cough, and
Organ.
I
suffered awful pains.
certainly
The I'ig Three Minim; company in
would have died, if I had not been
maneuvers with Heved by taking Cardui. Now I am th Organ district. Dona Ana county.
Yesterday morning, in Albuquerque, an s latest daring
Formerly the stronger, and in better health than I is sti11 busily engaged in sinking a
a seat sale started for The Masquer-- considerable interest.
contented ever was in my life. I can't say half shaft. The management i.s down over
aders, which is now being put on celebrated police dodger
'
there by Joe Bren, the same identical herself with publishing photographs enough for this great medicine." Do!1"" feet an1 tnc s,u'!' is
descriptions of herself to aid y0u need relief? Try Cardui for your:1' is stated that sonr- high grade
show which he will put on for the
and
n:ive already been taken
engaged in searching for her. womanly troubles. Its long record
Beavers here next Thursday and Fri-- ,
Now she invites police and public to of successful use is your guarantee,
C
in
line
at
men
were
There
day.
her features and
been!
Mogollon.
ersonality Thousands of ladies have
op- o'clock in the morning and by the
. ..
IV.
.,
i
'"Tl,.r, i,t.
.fn
lvy.
cl.,. ojiijrai a un tut? amgr,
uu luappiuesa
ui.f r.rmlA .til mi.-ivhuh
t,cu netijeu iu ueuuu
ening, S oclock, tney were ngnting;
like mad to get to the front. The first giving them an actual demonstration Cardui. It will surely help you. Try lionized and solved tin- fuel question
in the great Mogollon district," said
now she accomplishes her wonder-- a bottle today.
night's house sold out in a hurry and'0'
'Captain Jack V. Fleming, the mining
the second night was almost filled by fl1' work. Every day she holds out
jman of Silver City,
noon, which alone shows the popularity where police and public congregate MARQUEZ GIVES HIMSELF
"You must recoiled thai the oil
UP TO SHERIFF.
of the Bren's and their shows where- - t0 endeavor to identify her and win
is freighted from Silur City to tho
ever they go. The seat sale for the tn reward offered for her capture,
ar- - A Series of
miles,
Tragedies in Which He Mogollons, a distance of
big musical comedy which the Beav- - i This paragraph is taken from an
Just think of the saving where mines
Figured Directly and Indirectly
ers will stage next week will start ,i(le which recently appeared in a big;
in Socorro County.
or mils are only a shor: distance from
Tuesday, 12 o'clock, and judging from Western daily:
the railroads. This experience should
the vast amount of enthusiasm al- "Dolly Dimples made no attempt to
no!
Mlnnuernue, X. M., April 15. Be - be of great interest and value to all
had
She
in
hide
this
herself
city.
manifested
bv
those
ready
taking
........i. ui .no u.o...
"
"b"M mining men anu aisu io manuiaciur- part, and by those who have heard reason for so doing, having accepted "hing Ar.tonio Marquez, who
in a quar- - ers
our
in
midst.
to
appear
from others, there will be a larger the challenge
in her rel shot and wounded Carlos Telles in
line ready to reserve seats than was To show there was no
"The introduction of concentration
Kito Quemado, in western
Socorro
has solved the
ever before heard of in the history remarks about the police
'the
- Ian1
v
in
las.
count
week
Janu
during
of shows of this city. The Masquer-ader- s went so far today as to visit inem. arv
problem of cheap extraction of metals
in
in
now
the
ii.it
is certainly a dream of a show, She told how a disguise could be per- Old
Mogollon district, and now the
Albuquerque awaiting the arrival;1"
and there are so many novelties in- - fected.
of an officer from Socorro county to;solll,ion (,f ,h nuestion of cheap fuel
troduced throughout the two acts, i "Gentlemen, I have been in your tov h;m h,r.i- in thnt ,,i.,r.Q
places this district in tin front rank
of gold and silver producing districts
afternoon
that it seems as if one dollar for a j company abou half1 an hour. You have
after
shortly
yesterday
seat is not half enough. Of course, faild to notice as have watched you 12 Marquez met a man on the streets in the great Rocky mountain range,
make-urather
the
of
closely,
the big feature number outside of the'
thejof this city, from Socorro county who The district has illimi'able ore bodies
1 am
local talent will be Mrs. Joe Bren, and drss
taring. It would hardly- told him that an indictment had been and a promise of future production
dance' Mrs. Bren sem Possible that I could entirely al- sworn out against him in the terri- - rivaling in magnitude the bonanza
her Yama-Yamy appearance in less than onehorial district court at its last session camps of Deadwood,
Dakota, and
ia Prtnintv an srtict in
line and ter
do il or you
in Socorro, charging him with as- Gilpin coun'y and Cripple
has been known to take as high'as a!minute' l!Ut 1
sault with a deadly weapon on the; Creek, and perpetuity of production
dozen encores on this particular. She now watch.'
"The next minute Dollv was on her person of Carlos Telles, and that in ad- long after those camps have passed
will also sing a sequel to the Baby
Boy song she sung here last year, a feet walking directly toward the chief dition il was reported that he was into oblivion and ancient history.
to get away from the officers.
"To Messrs. Cleveland and Wcath- new song, written especially for the inspector's office,
remaining there trv'nS
ohntir .ontitlort
tinsihtv fhirtv ccmnits
"That's tho
ind then rf.. As s0n as Aiarqiiez IOU11U tnis Olll erhead belongs the honor of being tho
himself at the office of pioneers in the introducing of crude
Why I'm Back Again," and will also sumed her seat among those presently Presented
"
oil as a tuel in tne .Mogonons, wnicn
do her song and dance number in the
"The transformation, if such you ouc.m iyu,c.u
confronting Deputies lleyne and
,he cost 0f milling and pro- first act. The chorus will also be an-- : may call it, was simply the most
i
ma
iui
uiuwi
ium
aim
,.;.,
a uo nt where $C, and S7
ifimwieu
j
(
to
Instead of
pleasing feature, as they have markable ever witnessed.
iua.1
at once
hnerin i ie - ore can l)e treated it a remunerative
beautiful, rommoineysanchez ot notny
plenty of nice work to do, and with the elegantly dressed,
Socorro county
the assistance of beautiful costumes, bright-eyefigure, whereby the annua! bullion outwoman with whom all had
ne was Deing nem tor tnem.
mai
in
of
a
fuel
at
cost
doubled
De
wj
put
and pretty scenery, the play ought to been talking a few minutes previous,
rium .viarquezs siory u. appears
,h.,, flf wood.
nnp.th!rfi
go off in true professional style. Mr. we now beheld an elderly woman. All
, t ,
R
ftat
Cleaveland and Weatherhead, after
M,,nl nln ni lir
11 urn
Sapp, who is directing in advance of present started uivummawi,
inv0ved in a qlIarreI with CarloS
Sunt he Dead wood and
Telles in the little own of Rito Que-- ; purchasing
them by about
mado in western Socorro county, and burst mines, developed
a mile of workings, reaching a depth
during the difficulty shot him. As of over 500 feet and :!,Ouo feet of
soon as he found that Telles who had
drifts, exposing sevcel distinct ore
always been a friend of his was
ore, and
hurt he set about nursing him. shafts of commercial milling
each
a
mill,
erected
stamp
He provided the doctor, paid the hills
concenand kept the man until he was better weighing 1"50 pounds, with
and the two of them going before the trating and syaniding plants.
"The power is generated by a 125
nsf ice in that section made the quar-- i
De La Verne crude oil enhorsepower
rel ti) to the satisfaction of Telles
gine of the Fanohetto type. The wood
who refused to prosecute Marquez.
for fuel has been pretty well stripped
A short time after that Marquez
in
that country, whii.li being the
w lio had worked
hard to pay the ex-- !
forest reserve, and having to be haulpenses incurred in looking after Teled over 14 miles on burros, makes its
s, left for Albuquerque.
After the meeting of the grand jury cost almost, prohibitive, when it is
at Socorro, a copy of the indictment considered that the amount required
returned against Marquez was given lor even a day's run in one of the big
to Deputy Sheriff Luna, of Socorro Mogollon plants 13 enormous.
and Weather-fiel"When Cleaveland
county for service, and he started out
put up their mill on the Dead- to tmu Marquez. In stopping at a
'
1
A
,
ranch near Rito Quemado, he found a wooa tlK'y worked to devise some
fcil- - f
man whom he thought was Marquez, method to solve the, fuel cost. They
and after eating dinner nt the ranch found crude oil, owing to its low cost,
house, where the man was then, he was the thing, but the question of
threw his gun down upon him and told putting it to practical uso presented,
him to throw up his hz.nds. The man any number of serious obstacles.
demurred and was shot three times Among these was the friction and ac- dying almost instancy. An investiga- - cordingly at a great additional ex- tion revealed that the man shot was pense a great deal of the machinery
m.
not Marquez.
wa8 made ball bearing. This has al- All this information
was given to'ready paid for itself in reduced
by his friend from Socorro Lenses.
So marvelouslv easv is the
yesterday afternoon, and feeling that running gear that it can almost, be
he wished the matter cleared up he, started by hand power and it is claimin spite of the fact that he had just Ld that the
saving effected amounts
then contracted to go to California to tn , nflfl
month
have had a
-- J1
.1
Al
.1
...:v
il. wiLii a lunroau, 1111 tJW II1U number of oil wagonsThev
uinc ti juu
for the past few
whole thing over and surrendered himmonths. The probable adoption of oil
self to the officers for trial.
fuel by other companies in the district
When seen in the jail yesterday
will keep a score of oil wagons conMarquez, who speaks good English
hauling it from Silver City tu
stantly
said: "I have no doubt of the outcamp.
come. I will be freed all right as
"These successful experiments in
soon as the facts are known. I do
not want the officers to think though the Mogollons are being watched by
that I am trying to get' away. I mining men all over the west with
emthought the matter had been all fixed deep interest and the methods
up and that I would have no more ployed will be adopted everywhere
trouble from it. Since I find it has that cheap power is anitem. It is es
not been I am willing to go back to timntert hv exnerts that, bv the use of
crude oil engines and ball bearing
Socorro and fix it up there."
near the cost per annum can be re- MRS. JOE BREN.
duced from $300 down to $100, or a
TENNESSEE FURNISHES
Who Will Take the Part of Virginia in the Masqueraders at Elks' Theater.
of 60
per cent.
HUNDRED HOME SEEKERS.
"The initial cost of a crude oil plant
Bureau of Immigration Making Spe- is much higher than an ordinary plant,
Mrs. Bren, has nothing but words of their chairs and rapidly glanced about
a 125 horsepower costing in the neigh- cial Efforts to Secure Immpraise for the talent, and thinks each the room, fully expecting to see Miss
borhood of $10,000, but it will pay for
From That State.
igrants
and every one of them a wonder Dolly Dimples standing in a corner
itself the first year by the saving. It
in their particular line.
The
laughing at our consternation.
That over a hundred home and is claimed that 75 horsepower is gen-- ;
next instant she took one of the most health seekers from the state of Ten- erated on less than five gallons of oil
Dolly Dimples.
This city will soon have an oppo
prominent sleuths by the arm, laugh- nessee have found their prope." sphere an hour, and as the oil costs 11
tuity of ferreting out a real mystery. ing quietly as she said:
in New Mexico is the burden of a cents a gallon, the total cost a day
There will be lively "doins" when she
" 'Well, if I can get by you gentle- news letter being sent out this week is S13.80 whereas other companies
gets here, for, of course, when she men I guess I need not bother about by Secretary H. B. Hening of the pay about $50 a day for the same
gets here, for, of course, its all about my chances elsewhere.'
bureau of immigration to 40 newspa- amount of power generated by steam.
a beautiful woman.
Dolly Dimples
"Excusing herself, Miss Dolly left pers in Tennessee, including all the It will save at least. $1.20 per ton on
is coming!
the room, only to return a few min- daily papers and many weeklies. This the cost of milling the ore so that on
The vivacious bit of femininity, said utes later attired precisely as she letter tells of the way Tennesseans $12 ore the profits would be as great
r was
to be the greatest woman
when she first entered the sta- have made good in New Mexico and on 40 cents an ounce for silver as they
of types living, will shortly be tion.
cites specific instances to prove the would be under the old method on 0
seen in this city in a unique vaudeAmong the confirmed cents per ounce prices."
"This is only one of the numerous statement.
ville sketch written for her and pro- artifices I resort to in
boosters for New Mexico
Kelly.
re- Tennessee
places,'
tight
duced under the personal direction of sumed
James Stephenson has shipped quite
the woman of mystery as she now is E. M. Webb of Knoxville Tenn.,
Charles J. Ross, known everywhere
cars of zinc the past
again seated herself, 'and yet it is one judge of the circuit court in that city a number of
as an actor and an author.
has served me hundreds of times who left yesterday for his home com- week from his lease in the Kelly
that
In private life this young woman is
when capture seemed almost certain. pletely recuperated in health as the mine, Socorro county. The towers
May Goodwin, said to be the daughter
" ' Take, for instance when I am result of a stay of several months in for the aerial tram from the Kelly-leasmill are beto the
of a retired Scotland Yard officer. Mr.
in large crowds: every per- the matchless climate of the southsoon as the tram
Ross has bookings for her all over working
as
raised
and
ing
west.
son is there for the specific purpose
is finished they will treat lead carbonthe United States.
of effecting my capture and at the
ates from the lease.
Few persons indeed have not heard same time collecting the reward. I DENVER WOMAN SUES
Guam.
of Dolly Dimples, who
has gained have hundreds of chances to end the
. PRIEST FOR $6,837. Gold ore has been
struck on the na15.
Mrs.
wide publicity by visiting every city
Ellen
Colo.,
Denver,
April
game, were it not for the fact that
Guam
of importance in the United States, in crowd work I am more than alert A. Gaynor, in a suit filed in the dis- tional forest in the vicinity of
west
of
AlbuquerMcKinley
county,
Rev.
defying police and public to appre- and make just such a change as you trict court, charges that the
to an article in tha
hend her in the various disguises she gentlemen have witnessed a few mo- Father Michael F. Callahan, former que, according
Emporia Gazette. Edward Miller of
secured
of
cathedral
the
lastor
is able to assume.
paris,
ments ago.'
from her nearlv seven vears the United States forest service is
She has even gone so far as to offer
of time ago and has since refused to render tne man responsible for the gold story.
the
short
"During
period
a reward for her own capture, pub- she
spent here her character made any accounting of his stewardship of
lished photographs of herself in daily
quite an impression.
Wherever she her funds. Mrs. Gaynor is a widow
newspapers.
may go the people of that particular and the mother of five children. The
Dolly has always succeeded in
city will be
the entire community of cities Not that accorded an unusual treat. suit was filed ten months ago and
Dolly
will do any- suppressed.
she has visited,
thousands have at thing to bring Dimples
her into disrepute.
Father Callanan asserts that he
first pronounced her insane. Others Quite the contrary, her
It may be the food
behavior dur- gave Mrs. Gaynor a deed to a terrace
have believed it all to be a joke. The ing her stay will be
faultless.""
and Curtis streets in
at Twenty-thirishave
thoroughly
police,
aroused,
exchange for the $6,837 and that he
sued orders to round up the mysterTry
Foley Kidney Pills contain In con- has paid out over $2,1000 for the benalious young disturber, which has
centrated form ingredients of estab- efit of Mrs. Gaynor in the last several
ways resulted in Dolly's triumph, for lished therapeutic value for the relief years in order to keep her from losGrape-Nu- ts
some of the greatest living sleuths and cure of all kidney and bladder
the property. He says that while
have been baffled by her remarkable ailments. Foley Kidney Pills are an- ing
he was pastor of the cathedral parish
art ot disguising herself.
tiseptic, tonic and restorative. Re- Mrs, Gaynor's claims against him
The police in various parts of the fuse substitute. For sale by all were investigated and nothing was
country are discussing the young wom- - druggists
found to be due ber.
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FRATERNA L SOCIETIES

i

MASONIC.
Montezmna

Lodge

No. 1, A. F. & A. M.

communication first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
at

Regular

7.30.

II. H. DORMAN,

Master

CHAS.

E. LIXXEY.

Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No.
1,

J--

-

,

Claimant names as witnesses:
t fravk" t
jAVAn', SPECIAL MASTER, as afore - ' Augustin Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N
ririue .Martinez. Pedro Mar
said, give public notice that on theIM- ' a"tumu jou
uarcia, an oi
29th day of May A. D., 1911, at the
hour of 10 o'clock a. m., I will pro- Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ceed to sell, in pursuance of said final
Register
decree, and in accordance with the
terms thereof, at public auction, at
the front door of the Court House
.Mr. wntoru Adams is
his name,
in the County of Santa Fe, Territory
he writes. "I was confined to my bed
of New Mexico, to the highest and with
chronic rheumatism and used
best, bidder, for cash, the following de- two
bottles of Foley's Kidney Remescribed premises, or so much thereof dy with
good effect. The third bottle
as may be necessary to satisfy the
put me on my feet, and I resumed
claim of plaintiff herein, together with work as conductor on the
Lexington.
all costs of suit, and expenses of sale, Ky., Street. Railway.
It will do all
you claim in cases of rheumatism." It
"The Plack Prince Lode, commonly clears the blood of uric acid.
For
so called; the Ohio Lode, commonly sale by all druggists.
so called; the Illinois Lode, commonly
so called: mining claims and real esTIMETABLE ALL
tate, situate, lying and being in the
LOCAL TRAINS
New Placers Mining District, in the.
The following are the time tables
County of Santa Fe, and Territory of
New Mexico is more particularly de- - of the local railroads:
scribed by metes and bounds in a cer- Letve
8.10 a. m. connect with No 3 westtain deed made and entered into on
the 13th day of October, 1901, by and bound, No. 10 eastbound.
between the New Mexico Mining ComReturning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
pany, a corporation, and Galisteo p. m.
4 p. mp connect with No. 1, westCompany, a corporation, as parties of
the first part, and James-JI- . Lucas and bound.
A. B. Renehan, of the County of Santa
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 0:30
Fe and Territory of New Mexico, as P. m.
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
parties of the second part, which said
deed w;i3 filed for record and record- 9 westbound; No. 4 and S eastbound
Reed in the office of the
Returning arriv at Sana Fe ll:Ht
corder of said County of Santa Fe on P. m.
the 2":h day of November, 1901, at
D. fi. R. G. Ry.
P:,se 314 ft. seq,. of Book l of the
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
records of said office, situate in the
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
Xow 'dicers Mining District, County
ot Santa Fe and Territory of New
New Mexico Central Ry.
Com
xico, aesenneu as roiiows:
Leave 7:30 a. m., connects with no.
mencing at the Northwest, corner, a
rock in a mound of stone chiseled L. 34 east and 33 outh and west.
Arrive 8 p. m.. with connections
M. S.; thence South 325 feet to an
25 feet wide, course North 70 from No. 33 east; 24 south and west
degrees West, 425 feet to the Southwest corner, a stone in a mound of The Sound Sleep of Good Health.
Can not, be over estimated and anv
stones, chiseled L. M. S.; thence East
325 feet to the Southeast corner, a ailment that prevents it is a menace
J. L. Southers,
stone in a mound of stones, chiseled to health.
Eati
.
.
L M. S .; thence North 150 feet an ar- - HI..!..
"i nave been un-- i
K.mire, wis., says:
royo ,:, teet wide, course westerly, nhlo trt olrtn .iniinitlw nUKtn
425 feet to the Northeast corner, a of pains across my back and sorestone in a mound of stones, chiseled ness of my kidneys.
My appetite
M. S.; thence West 325 feet to the was very poor and my general
From the North- - dition was much run down. I have
place of beginning.
east corner, South 59 degrees and 50 teen taking Foley Kidney Pills but
minutes West, 102 feet to the center of a short time and now sleep as sound
scale on a line run from the South-- j as a rock, my general condition is
east corner to the Northeast corner, greatly improved, and I know that
at 200 feet the Southeast corner of Foley Kidney Pills have cured me."
the stamp mill hears North 74 degrees
Herewitn are some bargains offered
93 feet
24 minutes West,
distant;
course of mill South, 83 degrees West, by the New Mexican Printing com2S feet long; from the Southwest cor- - pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
ner ot tne mm to tne soutneast cor- Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
ner of dwelling house is South 49 de- bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Code
grees, 3 minutes West, 14 feet; length Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
the two for $10.
$6;
of house is South 83 degrees West, Pleadings,
25 feet; magnetic variations on base Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
line 13 minutes East."
English and Spanish pamphlets. $2.25;
FRANK J. LAVAN,
Sheriff's Flexible
Special Master. full leather $3.
Cover Pock-- t Dockets, single, $1.25;
two or mere books, $1 each.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
New
Small Holding Claim No. 1418.
Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
(Serial 012528 Not Coal, Pecos For- 3 and 10 inclusive, $3.30 each. Comest).
pilation Corporation La.vs, 75 c. ComDepartment of the Interior,
pilation Mining Laws, 0 c
Money's
United States Land Office.
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
(Republication)
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 13, 1911.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
The New Mexican
comlowing-nameclaiaiant has filed no- pany has prepared civilPrtnrang
and criminal
tice of his intention to make final dockets
especially for the use of Jusproof in support of his claim under tices of the peace. They are especialsections 16 and 17 of the act of March ly ruled, with printed headings, in
3, 1S91, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
either Spanish or English, made of
by the act of February 21, 1893 (27 good record paper, strongly and durwill
Stats., 470), and that said proof
ably bound, with leather back and
be made before Register and Receiv- covers and canvas sides, hall full
er at U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. index in front and the fees of
justice!
M., on May 5, 1911, viz: Nicario Quin-tan- of the peace and constables
printed
of Rowe, N. M., for the claim In full on the first page. The
pages
28.
Sec.
1418, being the W
SW
are 10
inches. These books are
SE
NE
SE
and the NE
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E., N. M. P. M. separate of Zt pages each, or with
He names the following witnesses both civil and criminal bound In one
to prove hi3 actual continuous adverse book, 80 pases clvdl and 320 pages
possession of said tract for twenty criminal. To introduce them they are
years next preceding the survey of offered at the following prices
the township, viz:
Civil or Criminal
$2.TE
Vicente Quintana, Antonio RoybaL Combined Civil and Criming .. 4.00
both of Pecos, N. M., Cleofes Garcia,
For 45 cents additional for a single
Cayetano Garcia, both of Rowe, N. M. docket, or 55 cents additional for a
Any person who desires to protest combination docket, they will be sent
against the allowance of said proof, by mail or prepaid express. Cash In
or who knows of any substantial rea- full must accompany order. Stat
son under the laws and regulations of plainly whether English or Spanish
the Interior Department why such printed heading la wanted.

ns furnished.
Ribbons and sup
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes bandied.
A" r'Miair work and typewriters guar- Ex-tanteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
change. Phone 2in.

SALESMEN
NOW
LIV1XG
IX
FARMING
DISTRICTS.
MOST
HIGHLY
RATED
AND
PEST
KNOWX FIRM IX AMERICA SELL- IXG GROCERIES
BY SAMPLE TO
CONSIMERS. HAS AN ORIGINAL
TO OFFER RELIABLE,
IN
j'.AN
Dl STRIOCS
ENABLING
MEN,
THEM TO OI'ICKLY KSTtltl.lSIl
i.;RMANENT BI'SINESS OF THEIR
jow.V; YIELDING A GOOD INCOME;
GOODS SOLD SCBJECT TO TRIAL:
i .
i.o i .ti r. , . COMMISSIONS
SETADVANCED;
EXPERIENCE
TLEMENTS;
NOT
ESSENTIAL.
WRITE
FOR PAR-TFLAPS TODAY.
REFERENCES
REQITRED. JOHN SEXTON & CO.,
IMPORTERS
AND
WHOLESALE
LAKE & FRANKLIN
GROCERS,
STS., CHICAGO.
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i

adjusted and repaired. New

d,

;

P"1

j

Iw,Msea,

2

TYPEWRITERS.
Cbai

4

,

j

.

'

,

good second
be cheap. Ap-

WANTED A firs i class salesman
to handle our Franklin Water Purifier
or (toiler Compound in Texas. Oklahoma, Kansas and New Mexico.
salesman preferred. Give
:'i.e, e.
an,j references with
ai'lica-ionThe Franklin Oil & Gas
Co., licdjord, Ohio.

-

llnn

or

FOR KENT Dwelling,
7
rooms,
bath and pantry, brick, built in china
closet and buffet, fire places, hot water heat. No.v occupied by W. G. Sargent. Possession May l. Apply E.
F. Wittmari.

.

j

furnished

ise

WANTED Agent to sell our line of
Teas, Coffees, etc., in Santa Fe on
Bond required,
commission.
wagon
furnished.
Write Grand Union Tea
Colo.
Co., Denver.

-1

'

RENT-lioi-

.

e

i

rr

FOR

r

j

,,,tv

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Itinera of Pecos. N. M., who. on
Lucas was found and adjudged to be
made homestead enindebted to the above named plaintiff Man h 11,
in the sum of Forty-onHundred try amended Dec. 2, 19 10, No
for X
Sec. 27, SE
SW
.Ninety-fouand
($4,194.13.) '1-XE
and XE
section
SE
Dollars, with interest thereon at the
rate of S per rent per annum from 2X, township 17 X., range 12 L.. N. M.
March IT, 1911, until paid, together P. Meridian, has hied notice of intenwith costs of suit and exjiense of tion to make fir.a' five year proof, to!
establish claim to the land above de-- '
sale; and
before
and Receiver,1
'scribed,
a
WHEREAS,
mortgage
securing )V, S. land officeRegister
at
Santa
Fe, N. M..
said indebtedness upon the premises
of May 1911.
'on the Oth
hereinafter d scribed was declared a Claimant day
names as witnesses:
lien and foreclosed by said final de
Trinidad Apodaca. Crestino Ribera,
cree, and said premises ordered sold Pablo Gonzales
Toriluo Gonzales, En
t0 satisfy s.li(I indebtedness: and
rique Ribera, al! of Pecos, N. M.
WIIEREAS, the undersigned
MANI.'EL R. OTERO.
ai)pointid ;n sM finiU d?crK. by said
Register.
Court S;)f,(.ial Mastcr t0 s?11 ,n5 six.
tv.flV(, or; lnlndredths part of said
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
mortgaged property belonging to and
to
said
defendant
the
pertaining
Not Coal.)
(07042
James M. Lucas, and, in the event
Department of the Interior,
that the same sha not yield a suffI". S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
icient sum of money to satisfy the
March 10, 1911.
claim of plaintiff herein,
together
Notice is hereby givi n that Ramon
with al! cost of suit and expenses of Martinez v Lilian of lamv. V.
who
sale, then, to sell the remaining thirty- - on November 14. 1905. made homefive one hundredths part of said mort- - stead
,
for SE
entry No.
gaged property. and to thereafter ex - Section 10, Township 14 N. Ranee 11
ecute a deed or deeds of conveyance E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
the purchaser or purchasers of of intention to make final live year
said mortgaged property or so much proof to establish claim to the land
tl)creof as shi,n be sold at such sale. above described, before Register and'
n hjs doings and actions Receiver, V. S. Land Office at Santa
and t0
,
the remisls batk to tne Court forFe. X. M., on the 5th day of May.

'

.

,

Ixfendants. )
0
unfurnished.
D. L.
WHEREAS, by virtue of a final de-- j Department of the Interior.
M
S.
N.
at
Land
Santa
Ollo.c
in
Fe,
the
l
cree rendered and entered
WAXTED To buy
March 17, 1911.
above entitled cause on the lTih day
hai.ii (km stove. M
of March. l!i
No'ice is hereby given that Lucian-itdefendant James M
ply New Mexican.
1

j

it

j

)

j

1

3JT!

j

i

vr

1

proof should no' be allowed will be;
t:iven an opportunity at the above-- J
mentioned time ami place to cross-ex-an ii;e the wi'nfsses of said claim-Mi', and to offer evidence in rebuttal:
of that submitted ty claimant.
MANTEL R. OTERO.
FOR SALE Fine Piano and HouseRegister. hold
goods, "s; Agua Fria.
1

i

I

or-an-

X

In the District Court of Santa Fe
County,
Territory of New Mexico.
Leon S .Griswold,
)
Plaintiff,
t
vs.
James M. Lucas. John H.
No. fill:!,
Knaebel, Robert C. C.ort- ner, Alois R. Renehan.
and Zepora G. Rene han, )
)

1

1

PAGE SEVE

M- -

i

j

R.

A.

M.

Regular

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall af.
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAX, Secretary.

r

V-

Lu;ur

7
w.

E.

-

Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. t: Regular
conclave fourth Mon- day in each month at
Masonic

Hail

P. m.

at

CHAS. A. WIIEELON,
GRIFFIN, Kecorder.

7:30
E. C.

Santa
Fe Lodge
ot
Perfection
No.
1,
14th
Hit
M9l
degree. Ancient and AcSia-Scepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza.
Visiting Scotish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. SPITZ, 32
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
JS5.

0

Viv--"-t'

Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa

Fe Lodge

No.

B. P. O. E. holds

4C0,

its regular session on
the second and fourth
of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brothers are invited and
J. D. SENA,

welcome.
A. J. FISCHER,
Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. hold
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meetings
first and third Friday. Visiting Brothers are always welcome.
EDWARD C. BURKE,

President,

C. J. NEIS,

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Sec. Mrs.
Daisy

Farmer.

Lame shoulder is nearly always due
to rheumatism of the muscles, and
quickly yields to the free application
of Chamberlain's Liniment. For sale
by all dealers.

v
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t
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Andrews "Cash" no.

vaulting Mrs. J. V. Clark and her
daughter, on Durango street, tt was
pitv Tnmne
that he and ;i number of oth- bill lUriUu S 'hargod
1
r Mexicans were singing improper;
songs and when Mrs. Clark went out
Special Orders taken at GOF.BEI.S. to milke protest he slabbed her,
Opening of our soda foun- isrting a wound. The daughter ran
tain Saturday. April l.itn. riscne! t j,?r mother's assistance and was
Urns Co.
uito stabbed.

namnn
ifilhUn

4

GROCERY and BAKERY

BUTTERMerritts Best, per

lb. 30c

Radish, Lettuce, Onions, Spinach, Soup Bunches,
Parsley, Cabbage, Celery, Asparagus, Rhubarb,
Turnips, Beets, Parsnips, Carrots, etc.
Poultry, Fish and Oyters, received twice a Week.
DON'T

Phone No. 4.

4

FORGET

OLR

-:

DEPARTMENT

F. Andrews

.

Phone No.4.

The Giving of Easter Gifts
HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVEREACH YEAR
SALLY OBSERVED
A

3
'

I
i".

SUITED

FOR THE

OCCASION

We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree

SilverPlain and set with
etc.

ft

PARTICULARLY

::

A NEW

Crosses-Go- ld

turquoise-f- or

LINE OF THE LATEST

::

and

chains, brooches,

IN JABOT P1N$.

Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
WORTHY

S.

it

YOUR BEST

Manufacturing
Jeweler.

.l.

i"" per
ft
it
ft

'

j

Ladies Ultra Shoes for
$3.00 a Pair

ft
ft

Betty Becomes a Maid, a polite
edy of refined fun, hearty laughs and
smiles. See it at the Elks'
Sunday.
Fighting Albuquerque Red Light
Judge Ira A. Abbott, sitting in cham- A1U..
V...
B.a,u ... c rv..
lion of the territory to strike out parts
of the answer of Hie defendants in
the three suits brought by the terri-- j
tory of Is'ew Mexico "gainst Lizzie
McGrath, Minnie Carroll and Leona
Grace, separate defendants, in a case;
wherein the territory of New Mexico
sought by injunction process to abate
a nuisance which it was alleged was
being kept up on Third street in that
section known as the red light dis- trict.
Don't Forget to buy something at
the Rexall Store on Saturday April
i.jth and get a free souvenir., Fresh
Fischer
ice cream, soda and candy.
com-!IauS- h

j

i

,

,.
MOTHERS'

j

DAY

D

.irn,,Il;

PROCLAMATION.

j

(Continued

Irom rage One.)

cent

If.

il!

1911.

Real through the town. They start 2d SIXTH DEATH IN
work at the west end of the college!
FAMILY IN SIX YEARS,
"pike," going westward to near the
Santa Fe railroad track whence they Deputy Sheriff Baca Loses His Moth-havstarted south alongside the
er, Mrs. Concepcion Romero
De Baca, aged 67 Years,
right of way of the railroad. The force
of men is working ensrgetically, and
making a big showing for such short
Mrs. Concepcion Romero de Baca,
time.
mother of Deputy Sheriff Seferino
Baca, died at 7:30 o'clock last night,
ALBUQUERQUE HAS
aged C7 years. This makes the Cth
TERRIFIC SAND STORM. death in the deputy sheriff's
family
within a year.
Beavers' Carnival Tents Were Blown
Mrs. Baca was born and educated in
Down, Trains Were Late and
Santa Fe, where she had many
Dropped.
Temperature
friends.
Surviving her are five sons
and
three
daughters,
after
Last night beginning shortly
The "funeral will take place at 7 a.
visited
was
midnight Albuquerque
Baca residence
with an Arizona rainstorm. The wind m. Monday from the
will be
blew, and the on Read street, and interment
Mew and blew, and
Heavers' Carnival tents fti First and in Rosario cemetery. The funeral
Central were blown down, and the arrangements are in charge of the
r
Undertaking
sand was so thick that the carnival
could not even with the aid pany.
of the bright moonlight see to put
them up again. The temperature also A Reliable Medicine NOT A NAR-too- k
COTIC.
a drop during the course of the,
blow and the few pedestrians on the:
streets at that time of night were so Mrs. F. Marti, St. Joe, Mich., says:
badly blown around that many thought "Our little boy contracted a sever
a cyclone was in progress. In addition bronchial trouble and as the doctor';
to this the calamitous happenings did medicine did not cure him, I gave him
not cease with the wind and sand. The Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in
Santa Fe trains were late, especially which I have great faith. It cured
No. S which did not reach Albuquer- - the cough as well as the choking and
que until after 3 o'clock this morn- - gagging spells, and he got well in a
ing. A stub train was made up and short, time. Foley's Honey and Tar
sent east in order that the local in- - Compound has many times saved us
terests might be served and no delay nvich trouble and we are never within the other mail made.
cur it in the house." Sold by all

a

$fil-20-

j

..,

.

,

eased

was 23 years old. The body
was :i0 degrees and at 6 a. m today was snippeu to ills nume ui iuuicdV. Va., for
ton
rrivaie
interment,
was
it woe '?i (IpPTPPi
YpKfprrl.iv
while attempting to board a
partly cloudv day with some "frost in Carter,
conn-the early morning but not destructive freight, train at Columbus, Luna
ty, a few days ago. slipped and had
in effect.
left foot crushed by the train. He
Fined for Stabbing Two Women
Eutiardo Mesa was fined $25 in police was taken to the Fort Bliss hospital,
the injured foot was amputated,
court at. El Paso on a charge of as- Death resulted from blood poisoning,
which had set in.
This Song is Popular The follow- song is grow g in popularity at
ng
ATTRACTIVE EASTER GIFT El Paso.
"Mucho trabajo,
A DAINTY BOOLKET
Poco dinero.
"The Cat That Was Asked for in;
Xo hay frijoles.
Church."
viva! Madero
Que
a
Tale of an
garden with
Failed to Endorse Money Order
happy ending,
Chief of Police Ben Jenkins of El
Paso has received the most novel re- By AIRS. L. B. PRINCE
quest for an arrest that has ever
35c.
reached his office, it comes from J.
For sale at Weltmer's and the Capi- E. Frost, of Engle Sierra county, who
tal Pharmacy.
asks that Orlando Sargeant be arrest- ed because he paid a board bill with
-c-

1

Price

i.rf

1

of the
sible positio n .of
superior...
cuvwvu.,ib
dhujc
visor w n. a. jem.
Camino Real.
Ten teams were added to me force
at work on the Camino Real at Mesil-hila Park. This brings the total of teams
at that point up to SO, almost a
tinuous string being busy from a half
mile north of .Mesilla Park to a point
about two miles south. The work is
being supervised by Engineer O'Brien
irom uie omce 01 uie leiuuuui
gineer at Santa Fe, ana is Deing uone
is
right. As soon as the roadway
graded, work will be started upon the
too dressing or wearing surface, the
basis of which will be gravel from
the hills along tne ngnt 01 way, mat- ing the road strictly of home or local
materials. At Dona Ana there are at
present 10 teams and about 20 men at
work on that end of the highway.
About 100 men and many teams are
busily engaged at Mesilla Park grading the right of way for the Camino

Corn-peopl- e

Your Roof
Should be the Best

WBssiasraaBasaBiBssfSE3!

STAND ON END.

j

I

mam

Weather Proof

MADE

s

t

vwl

r

We Guarantee It.
OF

GRADE MATERIA

Is

Compo-Rubbe-

Roofing is the Best Made.

119

.

,i,u

1

II

At small cost you can cover your
roof with WATERPROOF and have an
absolutely tight roof, that will not
leak. You can lay it over an old shingle
or metal roof if you desire. It costs
about half as much as shingles and is
of heat
better. It is a
or cold. Any one can lay it, no mechanic required. Comes put up in roll
with nails and cement inside of the
package. It will last from 15 to 20
years. Come in and let us show you.

The Santa Fe Hardware
&

Supply

Co.

oose Your E aster uutTit in uur New
A

A

If

1

rtment.

rash! on

A

Ladies Will Need to Get Busy for Their

Complete and Authoritative
.

Easter Gowns.

Fashion

Dep't.

Ladies Suits and Skirts.

Here our patrons will find positively

Always on the alert for new
ways of benefiting our cus
tomers, this store, with its
accustomed enterprise, will
inaugurate from now on the
most advantageous and
convenient innovation ever
attempted.

1

look-nation-

old-tim- e

The

1

-

prior rights.

1

11

1!!

15,

Akers-Wagne-

seems, if the record shows that not
sufficient water is available for them,
rather than be granted with the saving clause that the grant is subject to

For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
William Robbins,
the treasury:
ririio- fn
$412.09;
Mr. Fischer's Floral Display Eas-- i treasurer of Sierra county,
D.
territorial
Charles
engineer,
Miller,
seen
at
the
can be
ter
Ana good road fund,
Fischer Drug Store, where the artis-- Anthony-Don.
tic hand of Druggist A. J. Fischer has
Entries on School Sections,
changed the soda fountain into a bower of beauty and one corner of thei The commissioner of the general
store into a part of Florida, the land land offices has ruled that lands in
And most of them are sections 2 and 32 which were
of flowers.
at the
including the tulips, hya-- j braced in entries of record
s
cinths and pansies. The azallas, car-- ! date of the act (June 20, 1910)
and ferns were purchased. ing to the admission of New Mexico
from tne
his soda as a state are excepted
Mr. Fischer has
that if
and
to
future
the
state;
grant
fountain, and for the ceremony has
of tropical any such entries are hereafter canprovided a background
celed the lands embraced therein be
splendor.
come part of the public domain and
Elks':
the
Sunday's Program id-at
will be subject to disposition as oth- Tiival
tn
Candi
a
nnttv Rornmoa
I'ublic
film
dates, and Pathe's hand colored
'
Dream."
Appointed Forest Supervisor,
at; Don P. Johnson, who has been the
Died From in ur ies ombwiuw
....1.
Columbus-Priv- ate
James Carter, of efficient deputy supervisor of the Gila
TheVT 'as a
..
..aunt, wind
,.,, , ,,,
!.. Vnvomhor 1st.

iu

ft
ft

$20 postoffice money order, which
he failed to endorse. Detectives have
the money order and are looking for
sargeant to get ins signature. .How
ever, he will not be arrested as he
has committed no crime, but will be
asked to sign the order so it can be
returned to Frost.
Everyone will enjoy a good hearty
after the long lsnten season by
visitinB the Elks' Sunday night.
i venirs free to everyone.
NOTICE.
To whom it may concern:
All parties in debt to me may set- tie their accounts at my former place
strset
31Q g
of. bugj
Fran(.isc0
...
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FRIENDS

SPITZ.

Meets

Hand-Colore- d

FRUIT JUST RECEIVED

BAKERY

Tomorrow The
Alliance meets at
2 p. m. tomorrow
in its hall.
Transferred to Jail Antonio Perez,
charged with carrying a dirk, and
Adrian Gutierrez, charged with carry
ing a mstoi. have been transferred
from the police station at El Paso to
t he
county jail.
film entil
A Pathe's
led Pompey's Dream at the Elks' Sun- day night.'
License Henry George
Marriage
Oilson of Albuquerque, and Miss An- dreita Roybal of this city took out a
marriage license today and Probate
Clerk George W. Armijo congratulated
the couple. Miss Roybal lives in pra- cinct IS and is a handsome brunette
of the petite type.
San Juan County Fruit Withstands
Freezing Thermometers dropped to
2S degrees at Aztec, San Juan county,
which is four below freezing. Peaches,
plums and apricots are in full bloom,
but fruit men say the freeze did no
damage. The fruit here in years past
has withstood 22 degrees. .
To every customer on Saturday,
April 15th we will give a free souvenir. Opening of the soda fountain.
Fischer Drug Co. The Rexall store.
Father to Grave
Son Follows
Xews has reached Albuquerque of the
for
sudden death of Roy Haddrill,
years a resident of Albuquerque, in
Ttetroit, Mich., while en route to his
home in Pontiac, to attend the funeral of his father, the later having com-mitted suicide.
Souvenirs Free Sunday night at the
Elks'. Get in early and get one.
From 38 to 52 Degrees That was
the range in temperature yesterday
Alliance
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VEGETABLES

ORANGES, LEMONS, GRAPE
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the very latest and most advanced styles
in every thing that is newest and best in
ladies dress. Here are shown the identi
cal fashions all the well dressed women
in the large style centers are now wear
ing. Here you will find hints & suggestions for your new Spring Suit. Regardless of what you select you can rest
assured that it is positively the best value
for the money you could possibly get.
Whether you buy or not, at least come
see this magnificent display of the NEW
EST SPRING FASHIONS.
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NATHAN SALMON
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